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CHAP'l'ER VII 

POPULATION DYNMaICS OF' G1V,SS GRUB 

I INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this olw.ptex· is to describe and discuss 

results from studies on the population ~amics of grass Brub 

over four complete generations at Takapau and over Q shorter 

period at Rukuhia. 

RelativeJ3 long term population studies of grass gr.ub 

have not previously been undertaken, although East (1972) and 
Farrell (1972a) have-monitored naturul gras3 grub populations 

over two consecutive generations. The studies desoribed here were 

in1.tiated before those of' East's a.n11 Farrell's and were run for 

a longer period, in order to obtain enough ini'ormation f'ox' 

meaningful ana.lyses. 

II RESULTS 

(1 ) Popula.t ion Cha~~ 

(a) Generat:~ SUI'Vi!i~.;L Curves. Generat:ton stll"yiva.l 

patterns of grass grub populations over the per:i.od of' study in 

the improved and unimproved life table plots a.t 'llakapau and for 

the short period that studies were in progress at Rukuhia a.re 

pressntedin Fig. 7-1. 

The shape of' the genex'ation 3uI'vival curves of' the Takapau 

populations are generELlly typical of Slobodkins' (1962) type 3 
curve, being concave when plotted on an arithmetic scale or 

linear when plotted on a semi-log scale. Mortality was heaviest 

over the summer months when the earlier developmenta.l stages were 

pre sent in the 80 il. 
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Periods of relative stability tend.ed to occur through 

the winter months from May to August. These appeared more 

stable at lower population 10vels. Two well-defined periods 

of marked instabilHy occurred from December to March (egg 

179. 

to second instal' larvae), and from October to November (pupal to· 

teneral beetle). Although the population density between the wet 

and dry areas of the Trucapau stu~ plots differed marke~ (in 
most seasons only very low populatj.on levels were recorded in the 

wetter areas) survival patterns between the two areas,although 

dissimilar for tho 1968-69 generstion,were not grossly dissimilar 

thereafter (Appendix 7-1). Itots (1959) observation that 

survival curves of holometabolous insects usually have three main 

periods of deorease is not substantiated by the survivorsbip 

curves of grass grub presented here. The maternal car'e exercised 

by the female beetle in placing her eggs well down in the soil 

profile, where they are buffered from extremes in moisture and 

temperature~ does not appeal.' to mitigate against heavy mortalities 

early in the grass grub's life oyola. 

Changes in popUlation density 

from generation to generation can be expressed as popUlation trend 

. indices 1, where .! ~ f(.!l)/~(?l + 1) and wher.e f(E.) i.s the population 

in generation ~.. These are given in 'lIable 7-1 for the life table 

study plots and are estimated on the egg ana. the second and May 

third instal' larval stages. Estimates of 1" based on the latter 

two stages, are 8.180 presented for the paddocks in the loVi and hieh~ 

stocked, all pas tare farming systems. Generally, all Takapnu gra.s3 

grub popUlations in the life table study plots and the moan 

popUlation of four or five paddocks in each of the pasture farmlets 

behaved in a similar manner. 

'rhe differences in 1 for the 1 968-69 / 1 969-70 and 1 969-70 / 

1970-71 genera/cions between the 1118h and low stock farmlets is 

attributable to the lower moan densities initially harboured by 

the 10VI stocked farmlet rather thun treatment differences. From 

the 1967-68 to the 1970-71 generation the relationship between 

population den3i'~y, estimated in May and popUlation trend index 
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Table 7-1 Population trend indices (I) of £. zealandica from the life table plots 

and the all-pasture farm1ets at Takapau. 

Life Table Plots ''t- All-pasture farmlets 

Unimproved Iraproved High Stock Low Stock 

Generations Eggs 2nd 3rd Eggs 2nd 3rd 2nd 3rd 2nd 

~967-68/l96B-69 Not Not Not Not Not 3.27 Not 
Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled 

~968-69/l969-70 2.74 Not 1.68 2.37 Not 1.75 1.57 0.89 1.96 
Sampled Sampled, 

11969-70/1970-71 0.92 LOB O.BO 

I 
0.95 1.33 1.13 .86 1.11 1.21 

1970-71/1971-72 0.28 0.12 0.32 0.35 0.43 0.25 0.40 0.41 0.45 
... ~ 

1971-72/1972-73 1.34 0.06 .. Not 
Sampled, 0.52 0.15 +Not +Not / I +Not 

Sampled Sampled sampled 
--------- - -

* The end point for studies discussed in this chapter was February, 1973 

+ Mean I for paddocks in all pasture farm1ets. 
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differed markedly froo that of' the 1971-72 and. 1972-73 genol'ationa 

(Appendix 7-2).. The reasons for this were associa.ted with 

climatic variation and will be d:tscussed later in this ohapter .. 

(2) Life Process~ 

(a) l12!i~li~. A mean population budget for the 

three complete generations in which sampling wa.s carl'ied out on 

the egg, seoond instnr la.rvae and May and August third instar 

larvae, pupae and tenol"al beetle stages is given in Table 7-2. 

Individual genera.tion sUl"Vival data for each paddock in each 

life table study plot at Takapau are presented in Appendix 7-3. 

Unlike maqy population budgets or life tables presented f.or 

forest, orchal'd and horticultural posts, in which few age

interval mortalities are highly variable (Morris, 1957; I,e Roux, 

1 96}; Harcourt, 1963b; Pottinger and IJe Roux, 1971), mor·tality 

ina.ll age intervals of grass grub showed marked. variations 

between genel~ations. 

Allowanoes have been made fOl" sex ratios whioh departed 

from the expected ratio of 1: 1 • DeCl'eases in the proportion of 

the population which were fema.le were reoorded IlS mortalities 

(Appendices; 7-3, 7-11-). The mean pl"oport:i.on of female bootles 

in the improved study plots decreased in 1971 a.nd 1972 to 39,,0 and 

41 .O;~, respectively, whereas the pl'oportions of female beeJcles in 

the unimproved popUlation varied only slightly elld ranged r"rom 11-3 

to 48% (Appendix 7-4)e A correotion was also made in the 

'estimates of the female beetle popUlation for infel .. tile famaleso 

This corl·ection wa.s based on insectary studies, des{n'ibed. later 

in this cha.pter" on fecundity and fertility (Appendices, 7-5, 
7-6, 7-7). Since dif.ferences between the proportion of infertile 

female beetles from the two Taka-pe.u plots were not significant, a 

pooled estimate of infertility was used to correct estimates of 

the beetle popUlations (Appendices 7-3, 7-1~.). 

Generation mortl.llity over the study period, which took into 

acoount deviations from the expeoted sex ratio and the number of' 

:- ........ ,.1-~~~..-, . 
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Table 7-2 Mean (,1m2
) population. budget for three complete 

generc:.tions of .£.. zea1.andica at the Takapau. study plots 

Approximate Stage 

·(x) it k ]A ~ .2!. 
Range 

Eggs 398.08 145-725 

162.26 59.24 

2nd instal" 235.82 91-372 

111.89 52.55 

3rd inshr (?lay) 123.93 39-248 

30.94 75.03 

3rd instar (Aug) 92.99 20-168 

27.76 70.15 

.,- Pupae 65~23 17-130 

25.42 61.03 

Beetles 39.81 6-111 

Generation 376.81 358.27 10.00 

Mean population trend index 0.731 range 0.309 - 1.731 

* Ix number.=sur~iving at beginning of period ~ 

dJl:=:lUL:Iber dying during ege interval ~ 

~~rcentage s~-viv&l 

. ,; 

J!!. 
range 

27-77 

31-89 

521!"74 

39-88 

3~7 

3-23 

-" 
ro 
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infertile femo.le beetles. over the study period, ranged f'rom 77 
to 97% (Table 7-2). 

(b) li'ecu~~l?:.t;z and Fe,rtilhtl. 

183. 

Estima.tes of seasonal fecundities of the Talcapau female 

beetle populations were assessed in the insectary in small pots of 

soil. Newly emergent females were collectecl from the field, 

mated and placed individually into pots and fed clover and graSS. 

Pots were sorted daily up to the first oviposition and every 

second day thel'eafter. 

Differences in feoundity of' fertile females from the 

unimproved a.na improved Takapau plots were significant only in 

the f:lrs'l; generation studied (Appendices; 7-5, 7-6, 7-7). 
This WB:) 8.ttributed to the introduction of whi to clovel' and 

ryegrasa into the iiuproved study plot. Female beetles from this 

plot were hea.vier and therefore more fecund than their counterpal'ta 

from the less p~oductive pasture of the unimproved plot~ the 

botanical compostion of which VIaS predominantly browIltop, yarrow, 

and sweet vernal. In that season the mean weights of the female 

beetles from the unimproved and improved plots were 83.67::' 

3.69 ffiG and 102031 ~ 2.26 mg, respective\y. The~eafter, with 

the deterioration in botanical compost ion of the improved plots 

resulting from overgrazing and grass grub dl:lmage, differences in 

mean fecundity between the two populations ware small and 

ins:ilgn.ifioant. 

Estimates of expected fecundity under field conditions 

(Table 7-3) were taken as the mean total number of eggs laid per 

female beetle (exoluding infertile beetles) in their first and 

second ovipositions.. Other ovipositions were not included as 

inBeC'l:;a.ry and field studies have shown that few beetles remain 

long enough in the area. of origin to lay more than two clusters 

(Knin unpu-q,.). 

Aotual fecundities (!t) were calculated :I.n the following 

way: 

xe 
= 
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Table 7-3 Expected and actual, fecundity and egg viability 'of £: iealandica from Takapau. 

1969 1970 1971 1972 Mean 

Uni~roved Elot 

Expected fecundity 18.45 30.92 22.18 20.47 23.00 

A~tual fecundity 16.27 11.37 10.20 21.02 14.72 

Expected viability 78.29 ± 3.80* 81.01 :!: 2.81 79.74 ± 5.01 85.45 ± 4.99 81.12 

Actual viability 84.32 ± 3.75 79.51 ± 3.17 83.78 ± 4.56 86.74 ± 3.49 83.58 

Improved Plot 

Expected fecundity 25.05 32.87 20.60 24.18 25.67 
:,; 

Actual fecundity 20.82 17.98 15.03 22.11 18.98 

Expected viability 77.45 ± 4.06 76.52 ± 3.64 80.25 ± 4.20 81.03 ± 4.77 78.81 

Actual viability 83.66 ± 4.19 82.71 ± 4.28 84.31 ± 3.65 78.79 ± 3.27 82.37 
- --- -~ - -- - -

Fec~~dities calculated on fertile beetles 

*= S.E. 
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where, ~I ~, ~~ ~ and ~~~, are respectively, estimates of the 

egg and beetle populations, the proportion of the beetle population 

that are female and the proportion of female beetles that were 

infertile. Large differences were found between, actual and 

expected fecundities for each study plot and for each plot between 

actual generation fecundities (Table 7··3). Large differences also 

oocurred in 1969, 1970 and 1971 between actual fecundities from 

.the two stu~ plots (Table 7-3). Female beetles from the 1970-71 

generation were ,much more fecund than females from other generations, 

but this was not reflected in estimates of actual fecundity_ The 

reason for the large differences between expected and actual 

feoundity of the 1970-71 generation table plot remains unexplained. 

This apparent anomaly may have been caused by the oooler than 

average seasonal conditions experienced dur.ing the spring and early 

summer in the 'Waikato, where these assessments were conducted in an 

open-air insectary. Environmental conditions such as temperature 

may influence longeVity which is known to be highly correlated with 

fecundity (Kain ~.). Problems such as those underline the 

importance of standardizing' insectar.y conditions when monitoring 

fecund.ity. 

Actual and expected egg viability, were assessed by placing 

eggs, collected in the field and laid in the insectary, on damp 

filter paper in sealed petrie dishes aTI.d incubating at 16°C. 

Plot and generation differences between actual and expected 

viability of eggs laid by beetles from the improved and unimproved 

Taka-pau plots were small and insignificant. 

(0) E,ispersal. l!'light on the ~'akapau study plots was 

monitored ,by a rotary trap, the design of which is described in 

Appendix 7-8. The flight season was divided into three equal 

trapping periods. Sex rat:i.os were compared*between seasona for 

ellch trapping period with a view to detecting possible genEn"at:i.on 

differences in flight behaviour indicative of female dispersal 

(Table 7-4). All females were dissected in the m~mner desoribed 

by ]'enemore (1971) to determine whether the reproduotive state of 

flying female beetles differed from yeal~ to year (Appendix 7-9) • 

There were no marked differences throughout the study period in 

* In the following tables or append.ices nll,y two varj.ables are similar if they have 
nny letter in common. If this is not tho case they d.iffer 81Bnificant~. 
Capital letter:! denote proonbility levels of >.1; IImall letters of> .5. 

'- ,'. ~ ~ - .. - -- - .. , 
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Table 7-4 N=bei" of male and f'el:lale.£.~ zealandica caught i:1 flight 

at Takapau during ea.ch third of the flight season 

Time Early }l1ddle Late' Total 

iear l'!ale Female Betveen 11a1e Female Bet",een I-lale Female Between Male Female 
Years Yes.rs Years 

1969 414 58 A a 988 238 A a 127 46 A a 1529 342 

1970 142 4 B b 1482 271 B b 145 45 A a 1769 320 

1971 98 4 ARb 1756 175 c c 291 33 B b 2145 212 

1972 215 8 
~ 

B b 149 15 Be c 45 1 B b 409 24 

* Total beetles taken at three heights in rotary trap (see, Appendix 7-8) 

Between 
iea:-s 

A 

A 

B 

B 

. , 
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c 

d 
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187. 

the sex ratio of catches or the reproductive state of f~ing 

females indicative of large scale ohanges in the dispersal 

behaviour of the adult. It was therefore assumed that rises or 

falls in actual feoundity associated with female dispersal did not 

ooour during these studies. 

(3 ) !4iortali ty Factors 

(a) ~ns1Y3es. Mortality within eaoh age interval 

was tested for direct density dependence by the method outlined 

by Varley and Gradwell (1960, 1963, 1965). Age specific (1) 
mortalities ~) were calculated by subtrac"cing the logarithm of 

the density of survivors (~) from the logarithm of the initial 

population density (E1). Generation mortality (~) is given as 

belowt 

K = ~ + ~2 •••••••••• ~ 

In these analyses lst is the mortalitr between eggs and 

first instal' larvae; ~2' between first instar and second instar 

larvae; ~3' between second instal' and May third instar larvae; 

~4' between May third instar and August third instar la.rvae; ~, 

between August third instar larvae and pupae; and!Gt between 

pupae and teneral beetles. Age specifio mortalities were 

regressed with the logarithm of the density at the beginning of 

ea.oh a.ge interval. Density dependenoe was suspeoted when the 

linear regression was significant. 

In order to provide enough data for a meaningful ana~sis 

of density dependenoe, the grass grubs in each of the .40 ha 

paddocks in eaoh study plot were treated as independent 

popUlations (Appendix 7-3, 7-4). For most age intervals this 

gave mor·tality data for four paddooks over four generations. 

Since first instar sampling for both life table stu~ plots at 

Takapau was o~ undertaken for one generation (1969-70), testing 

for denSity dependenoe in age speoific mortalities oocurring 

from eggs to first instar was not possible. Failure to obtain a 

second instar sampling in 1969 reduced the observations for 

'," " 

".- ., 
l; .", •••• "'~ T , " 
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~ ... 2 and ~3 from 16 to 1 2. Regressions for all egg intervals 

caloulated from data grouped in this manner were not significant 

(Appendix 7 -1 0) • 

188. 

The existenoe of density dependent mortalUy within a 

generation was tested by dividing each of the two paddocks in 

eaoh study plot longitudinally. The low lying or und.amaged area 

of the improved life table plot was omitted from these analYses, 

since popula.tion levels in this area were generally low and the 

relative level of precision with which the mean density was 

estimated was very much lower than for the areas with higher 

population densities. As a oonsequenoe, increases within'a 

generation whioh were not significant were recorded. Such 

inoreases attributable to sampling error tended to oOnfuse the 

analyses .. 

For any partlcula.r generation, generation mortality ~) 

was directly density dependent (Table 7-5) with regression 

coefficients ranging from 1 .34 to 1 ~ 08 ± a pooled 95% confidence 

limit of .36. Regression ooeffioients of unity imply that 

density dependence above the density threshold level compensates 

perfectly for any change in population density. 

Recently, Benson (1973) has shown that the tests for 

density dependent mortality of Varley and Gradwell (1970) are 

not reliable when the density dependent relationship is not 

significantly different from unity. Therefore tests fo~ density 

dependenoe (see chapter 2) can only prove the existence of under or 

over compensating density dependent mortalities. Vfuere the density 

dependent relationship is not significantly different from unity 

Benson (1973) urged that the acceptanoe of density dependenoe be 

supported by a knowledge of the mechanism involved. 

In the following description of stUdies aimed at identifying 

the ~actor or factors causing density dependent mortality the term 

suspected densit,y dependence is used where the density dependent 

rela. tionship WBS found to be significantly diffel'ent from zero but 

not from unity. 
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Table 7-5 

Age Interval Generation 

Eggs - Beetles 1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 

Eggs - 1st instar 1969-70 

Eggs - 2nd instar 1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 

2nd instar - 3rd 1969-70 
instar (Nay) 1970-71 

1971-72 
+ Canterbu.."'Y 1955-59 

2nd instar - 3rd 1969-70 
instar (Aug) 1970-71 

1971-72 
+ C,anterbury 1955-59 

3rd instar (rr.ay) 
- 3rd instar (Aug) 1968-69 

1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 

+ Canterbury 1955-59 

3rd instar (Aug) - 1968-69 
Pupae 1969-70 

1970-71 , 1971-72 

I 
p..lpa.e - Be')tles 1968-69 

1969-70 
1970-71 

I 1971-72 l 
-!- Data frol!! Kelsey (1970) 
* }!e&.Il ?c~btion density 

---'.--;-,--
I '.~ 

No .. of' 
obs. 

8 
8 
8 
8 

8 

8 
8 
8 
8 

8 
8 
8 

12 

8 
8 
8 

11 

8 
8 
8 
8 

12 

8 
8 
8 
8 

8 
8 
8 
S 

Tests of density dependence in ~ortality over different 

age intervals in the life cycle of ~. ze~.la.ndica 

Slope Between Intercept (a) 

B. ±. 95~ seasons .a ± 95% 

1.333 0.995 Aa -2.68~ 1.919 
1.345 0.525 . As. I -2.92 1.142 
1.330 0.710 Aa -2.613 1.532 
1,082 0.749 A a -1.519 1 • .-1-36 

0.240 0.627 -0.516 1.642 

0.870 0.845 As. -2.114 1.840 
0.846 0.769 A a -2.127 1.660 
0.231 00 629 -0.285 1.206 
0.686 1.994 -0.035 3.598 

0.540 0.602 --1.159 1.215 
0.522 1.179 -1.°32 . 2.420 
1.007 0.323 Aa -1.773 0.576 
10113 0.381 As. -1~988 0.725 

0.852 0.406 Aa -1.792 0.819 
1.567 0.708 1l. b -3.554- 10453 
1.028 0.618 Aab -1.595 1.101 
1.566 0.499 Aab -2.670 0.937 

0.408 0.441 -D.810 0.792 
0.547 0.297 Aa -1.109 0.573 
0.948 0.710 Aa -1.979 1.346 

-0.287 1.415 0.726 2.269 
0.598 0 0 609 -0.711 1.000 

-0.037 0.466 0.095 De827 
0.077 0.709 -0.089 1.307 
0.215 0.938 -0.301 1.696 

,1-0
•433 1.082 0.846 10582, 

I 0.030 0.810 0.035 1.428 
0.367 1~322 -0.645 2.380 
0.696 0.791 -1.177 1.302 

-0.410 0.803 I 0.710 1.077 
I 

,--" 
,. . 
': 

Between x* 
seasons 

AB ao 215.2 
A a 742.0 
B b 597.8 
C e 206.7 

742.0 

A a 742.0 
A a 597.8 

206.7 
145.2 

312.8 
363.6 

A a. 117.8 
A a 197.7 

A a 312.8 
A a 36306 
B b 117.8 
B 0 197.7 

122.9 
A a. 212.0 
A a 182.9 

57.8 
78.1 

111.2 
144.9 
1260 2 

3507 

107.6 
122 0 0 

90.2 
26.1 

Range 

112- 312 
331-1148 
365- 895 
94- 364 

331-1148 

331-1148 
365- 895 
94- 364 
30- 294 

211- 437 
251- 486 
46- 187 
59- 491 

211- 437 
251- 486 
46- 187 
59- 491 

61- 175 
147- 302 
131- 233 
25- 72 
19- 323 

61- 140 
120- 182 
87- 146 
25- 59 

55- 150 
95- 156 

. 64- 124 
6- 46 
~ 

7: 
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190. 

In all genera.tions suspeoted density dependent mortality 

was apparent over the aotively feeding larval stages whioh 

inoluded the period from the second instal' in February to the 

third instal' in August. Significant dif'fel'eno6s exist in those 

rela.tionships between the intercepts and regression coefficients. 

In the 1969-70 and 1970-71 generations, which were subjeoted. to a 

relatively high mid-to-late summer rainfa.ll, suspected density 

dependent relationshj.ps were detected in the mortality recorded 

in the egg to second larv.al instal' age interval. In carte.in years 

suspeoted density dependence maybe delayed 01' occur at clifferent 

times. For example, in 1972 when Takapau experienced a low rainfall 

during late January - early February suspeoted density dependenoe was 

appar'ent in the third (second instal' to May third instal' :larvae) but 

not in the fourth age interval (lIIUY third instal' to August third 

insta.l' larvae). Similftr sU!lliller olimatic condHions are found in 

Canterbury and an analysis of Kelsey's (1970) data from 12 

different paddocks showed that the period over which suspected 

density dependent mortality ocourred (second insta.Y" to May third 

instar larvae) ana. the manner in which it opel"e<.t:ed,given by the 

slope and interoept, did not di.ffer significantly from thaJt 

recorded at Takapnu in 1 ~72. 

It is interestinG to note thRt in the only generation for 

which a oomplete first instal' sample was taken, morta.li ty over 

the egg to first instal' stage ege interval was not significp.ntly 

d.ensUy dependent. 

The operation of suspected density dependent mortalUy 

from March to May on the farmin8 systems trial, given by the 

slope and the intercept of the dens:i.ty d.ependent rele.tionship 

(Table 7-6), was not significantly influenced by stocking rate 

and, as in the life table plots, varied from generation to 

generation. As distinot f'rom the life table plots, a significant 

suspected density dependent relationship existed over all 

generations and stooking rates. The reason for an overall 

suspected dens:i.ty dependent relationship being significant in 

the farming systems trial and not on the life table plots 
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Table 7-6 Tests of density dependence in mortality from March to lJI..a.y of .£.. zealandica 

in different generations and under Cifferent st~cking rates at Takapau 

Slope (b) Intercept (a) 
I 

Ori.;in No. Comparison between Comparison between I 

h .±95% gen~,!t~\o,.,::~d .!:. .±95% t" and ge:::~_;~~ I 

Generation 1968-69 22 0.123 0.141 0.116 0.283 I 

.1969-70 23 0.377 0.280 Aa -00 620 0.272 Aa I 

1970-71 17 0.388 0.204 As. -0.525 0.199 Bb 

1971-72 10 0.549 0.449 A a -0.981 0.369 BC c 

High stock 34 0.200 0.176 -0.278 0.171 

10"1 stock 38 0.237 0.104 -0.360 0.104 

Overall 72 0.222 0.093 -0.326 0.093 

~ 
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seems to result f'rom the larger number of' observations made on 

that area. 

192. 

(b) Densi,t.r. Depend,en.:L.M0t:Elity Fac..i~. An 

examination of the grass grub's environment was made to determine 

what biotic f'aotors could caUse the strong density dependent 

mortalities reoorded. 

(i) Pa.rasites and Preda-to?::!!,. No parasitized 

grasa grubs or potentia.l para.sites were f'ound d.urins the course of' 

these studies. 

All stages of Coleoptera, with tho exoeption of weevils, 

and Diptera larvRe found on the Btu~ sites were soreened as 

potential preda.tors on the stages of' grass grub present at the 

time. Centipedes were not screened us few were f'ound and those 

that were, died. in captivity ~ The most common species enoountered 

was much smaller tl1..a,n Ze];~nion ~ a. centipede which is known 

to feed on gra.ss grub eggs (East, 1972). Ten eggs or f'ive first 

instal' or two second instar la.rvae wex-a plaoed 3 em deep in pots 

(5 em in d1.ameter by "7 cm deep) which were then packed with soil 

and planted with a sprig of ryegrass. Where possj.ble a minimum 

of' sj.x insects of each species were screened individually. An 

equal number of' pots containing prey but no potential predators 

were used as controls. Potential pred:a.tol'S were introduced on to 

the surface of the soil and pots were inCUbated at 16 °c for two 

weeks. The insects tha.t were found to be preda.ceous ar.e listed 

in Ta.ble 7-7g It became olear that of' these only the elatel'ids 

and staphylinid had a large enough consumption rate of' gra.ss grub 

and were present in sufficiently large numbers on the stucty sites 

(Appendix 7-11) to consume many grass grub. 

In order to ascertain whether there was any aS8ocie.tion 

between grass grub mortality and the density of' staphylinids and 

elaterids, the peroentage mortalities recorded on different sub

plots, relative to the densities of' each f'amily of' insects, were 

examined e Th:i.s method of ana.lysis is only meaningf'ul if' it can 

be assumed that predators confined their activities over the time 

mortality was assessed to a. l'elatively localised area. Such an 



Table 7-7. 

Coleoptera 

Consumption of eggs and first and second illstar larvae or ~. zes.landica 

by predators recorded in laboratory experiments. 

I-iean number stage of stage of 
Shpby1inda.e predator prey /day/predator'± SE 

Xantholinus ~a.bralis Broun adult eggs 1.27 .±. 0.45 
1st instar 0.85 ±. 0.24 

1a..'"Vee eggs 1.52 ±. 0.32 
1st instar 1.23 .±. 0.90 

Thy!eocephalus chloropterus Erickson adult eggs 3.97 ±. 0.32 
lSt i=ter 1.58 ±. 0.12 
2nd"inster 0.25 ±. 0.17 

unidentified sp. larvae eggs 2.15 .±. 0.45 

E1ateridae 

* Conoderus exsul (Sharp) larvae 1st instu 0.81 ±. 0.43 

* Ctenicera sp. larvae 1st instar 0.75 ±. 0.25 

Carabidae 

mrpophe.rpax sp. adult 1st instar 0.25 .±. 0.15 

Diptera 
Asiladae 

unidentified sp.~.· 2nd instar * POllitift 

* Very low consumption rate 
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assumption seems valid as observations suggosted that there was 

a correlation between the predator densities per subplot at the 

first instal" and second instal" larvae samp1ingso This analysis 

194. 

was carried out on the 1970-71 generation when, because of high 

summe!' rainfall, first and second instal" larvae were found in the 

top 4 cm of soil. Subplots were grouped on tho density of 

potential predators found (Table 7-8). No correlation was recorded 

between predator density at the beginning of the age interval and 

grass grub mort~lity within the interval, suggesting that either 

predator numbers were too low to cause deteotable mortalities, or 

that sampling errors were too large to allow mortality caused by 

invertebrate predation to be detected. Alternatively, grass grub 

may have formed no part or only a small part of the predators' food, 

or the mortality inflicted by predators of these families may have 

been masked bye. larger mort.a1itYn 

It is interesting to note that the peak numbers of €llaterid 

larvae a.nd staphylinids coincided with the presence of grass grub 

eggs and second inste.r larvae. Other prey, such as stem weevil 

(~erod~s ~ariensis) larvae and pre-pupae and Irenimus spp. 

larvae, were also most abundant at this time and were consumed by 

all the species of Staphylinid.ae collected.. Elaterids and 

staphy1inids were observed to have 8. similar distribution in the 

soil profile and were seldom found below 5 em. Consequently 

under field conditions, they are unlikely to encounter grass grub 

eggs 01' in seasons of low summer rainfall first instal" larvae .. 

In general the suspected density dependent mortality was stronger 

during the autumn and early winter and this period did not coincide 

with the peak occurrence of elaterids and staphylinids. In view 

of these facts it appeared unlikely that invertebra.te predation waS 

a. major source of tho suspected density dependent mortality recorded. 

Three vertebrate predators: starlings, magpies and rooks, 

were observed feeding on grass grub in or near the study plots at 

Takapau. 

Starling predation on the Takapau Research Farm usually 

occurred in March with the onsot of the autumn ra.ins. Although 
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No. 
p::oedators 
1m2 

0 

4.1 

8.2 

12., 

16.4 

Table 7-8 Relationship between density of staphylinids* and elaterids**.and mortality 

of C. zealandica in the first to second instar age interval at the Takapau life table plots 

Ste.phylinids El~terids 

No. No. % Morlality No~ Ho. No. No. ~ Morlality No. 
subplots 1st instar 1st-2nd instar Weevils predators subplots bt instar 1st-2nd instar weevils 

1m2 ± SE 1m2 1m2 1m2 ± SE 1m2 

23 346.04 32.10 .±. 5.56 25.8) 0 23 363.68 29.27 .±. 5.57 24.64 

10 498.42 44.34.±. 5.40 22.63 4.1 11 415.23 39.74 ±. 7.96 30.94 

4 395.24 21.55 ±. 6085 18.47 8.2 4 527.94 13.90 1:...6.77 5.44 

2 418.23 31040 1.37 12.3 2 420.60 22 e 60 17.39 

1 524.74 41.48 66.55 
-- --- -- -- -- --

* Both adult and larval staphylinids illeluded 

** Only elater1d larvae included 
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high densities of probe holes were found on the farming systems 

trial in some years J ill most sea.sons starling predation of 

grass grub did not appear to be high. On the Takapau life 

table plots starling predation was insignifj.cant as the plots 

were sited close to the fs.rro buildings vrhere the activities of 

the farm staff discouraged flocks of starlings from settling. 

Ocoasionally, one or two magpies were observed probing for grass 

grub laI~ae on the study plots J but the total numbers observed 

feeding at anyone time over. the 45 ha Takapau Research Farm 

rarelY exceeded 12. 

In view of the 10Vi numbers of vertebrate predators 

frequenting the life table plots and the farming systems trial . 
vertebrate predation of grass grub at Takapau was considered to 

be sm~).ll. 

. (ii) Diseas~. 'l\yo fungal dises.ses, Met~Ej.zill!B. 

~sopliae and Beauvaria ~~, both recorded from grass grub 

(Latch J 1965; East, 1972), were fou.nd to kill and mummify third 

instal' larvae, pre-pupae and pupae, 8.lthough the proportion of 

the population inf'ected at nny one time did not exceed 7% 
(Appendix 7-11). 

All stages of grass grub larvae at Takapau were infected by 

a native bacterial milky disease (~cil~~. ap.). Nearly all 

milky diseased larvae were found in areas damaged by grass grub 

in the previous season. Either diseased larvae were less 

attracted to live plant material than healthy la.rvae a.nd there

fore did not move out int" undamaged pasture or, more likely, 

larvae in these previously inhabited a.reas were exposed to a 

higher spore concentration. While the incidenoe of milky disease 

on the 'rakapau plots was insignificant it was not uncommon in May 

to find over 40;~ of Waikato grass grub popUlations exhibHing 

gross symptoms of milky disease. With this level of infection, 

it is likely that the native milky disease could be a significant 

factor in the population dynamics of grass grub in the more 

northern areas of New Zealand. 'l'his high incidence of disea.se 

probably results from the high summer soil moistures and autumn 



soil temperatures which this region experiences as these i'aotors 

are considered to favour the epidemiology of this pathogen 

(Hoy, 1955). 

197. 

A transparent condition appeared in larvae during late 

winter to early spring. In spite of many attempts at diagnosis) 

it remained unidentified. This condition was attributed to 

physiological caUses but may have been caused by a rickettsial 

disease. 

(iii) Combat mortalitl' Since predation end 

disease did not seem to be significant factors in producing the 

large density dependent mortalities recorded, it seemed certain 

that the denstiydependent mortality recorded in these stl,ldies 

arose as a result of larval oombat. 

Three laboratory· e:A.-periments with first, second and third 

instal" larvae were set up to determine the larval stages during 

which combat mortality may occur and the influenoe of food 

stress on this phenomenon. Pots 5 em in diameter and 7.5 om 

deep were filled with moist soil. One-half of these were sown 

with six barley seeds, whioh over the fortnight pre-experimental 

period sent a profusion of roots throughout the soil. Fir3t, 

seoond and third instal" larVae were seeded into pots in the nuniliers 

given in Appendioes 7-12 to 7-14~ The experiments were oonduoted 

in inoubators set at 16 °C. Survival at different sampl:ing 

periods are also given in the Appendices 7-12 to '1-14. The 

experiment was a destruotive type and pots were destroyed. at two 

sampling times. An exoeption to this was the experiment with 

first instar larvae which was run over a 14 day period with no 

intermediate sampling. 

In the absence of other biotic faotors combat mortality 

ooourred during all larval stages as shown by the decrease in 

percentage survival with increasing larval density (Appendioes 

7-12 to 7-14). 

The relationship of the killing power of different larval 

densities, as a result of larval combat, for the three larval 

instal'S were analysed by Varley and Gradwell's (1965) test for 
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Table 7-9 Tests of density dependence in the mortality of 

.£.. zealandica la...""'VaE! confined in pots. 

Stage Time Treatment No. Slope 
(days) obs. b .±. 95% 

1st i!lShr 14 Soil 6 0.704 0.965 

Barley 6 0.758 0.222 

2nd instar 14 Soil 6 0.283 0.268 

Barley 6 0.207 0.087 

28 SoU 6 0.944 0.231 

Barley 6 o.e96 0.526 

3rd i!lStar 7 Soil 8 0.301 0.202 

Barley 8 0 0 038 0.099 

14 Soil 

I 
8 0.698 0.530 

Ba.rley 8 -0.029 0.121 

* Test of density dependence as per Varley and Graawe11 (1965) 

~:: . 

Intercept 
a ±. 95% 

0.152 0.254 

-0.245 0.058 

-0.009 0.088 . 

-0.014 0.028 

O.loe 0.076 

-0.233 0.173 

-0.018 0.085 

0.094 0.042 

-0.130 0.223 

0.328 0.051 

I 
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density dependenoe to determine whethel" the relationship between 

mortality (!£) and log larval density Vias linear, as, found in 
) 

field populations. Although there Vlere few degrees of' freedom, 

with the exception of the non-fed treatment of the first instar 

larvae and the fed treatment of the third instal" larvae, signifioant 

linear density dependent relationships were found to exist 

(Table 7-9). It is considered tha-I; tho reason why the density 

dependent relationship for the first instal" larvae in the absenoe 

of food was not significant stemmed'from the high variation between 

treatments in relation to the small number of density levels used. 

The apparent laok of density dependent mortality reoorded for near 

ful~ fed third instar larva.e m~ bave arisen because the mature larvae 

used in this exper~nent did not bave abigh demand for fOQd and 

this demand was satisfied with a minimal omount of searohing. 

Under these circumstances it would be expected that larval oontaot 

and therefore ,combat would be reduced. 

The density dependent relationships were found ·~o increase 

with time and jn general were within the lower range of those 

recorded in the field. In the absenoe of' other biotic factors it 

ther~fore seemed reasonable to accept that the density dependent 

morta.lity' de'teoted by Varley and' G:.:-ndwell' s method under field 

oonditions was rea,l and arose la.rgely from combat mortality during 

the actively feedinS larval sta.ges. 

There is a suggestion from the pot exper:iJnents that food 

ma.y inf'luence the intercepts of the density dependent relationship 

of combat mortality (e.g. f'irst instal" and seoond instal' after 

28 daY3). Certain\Y the laok of food appeared to marked~ 

influence the survival patterns given in Appendioes 7-12 to 7-14. 

Attention has previous~ been drawl1 to generation differenoes 

which exist between the slopes and intercepts of density dependent 

relationships recorded from the Takapau life table plotso It would 

seem from trends in laboratory experiments that factors affecting 

food supply such as weather conditiol1s which influence survival 

"'-
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or growth of damaged plants and, therefore J lerval dispersal and 

agg:r:'egation, mal~ked1y influence combat mortality. In ord.el" to 

test this hypothesis under field conditions; the back-transformed 

threshold densities of the density dependent mortality relation~ 

ships at zero mortality for the second instar to August third 

instar larvae age intel~al, were gra.phed against dry matter 

production of pasture (kg/ha) measured from pre-trimmed caged 

areas from February to August in a nearby insecticide-'\;reated 

paddock. A signifioant linear relationship was found to exist 

between these variables despite the fact that the relationship 

possessed only one degree of freedom (Fig. 7-2). This l'elation-

ship lends substance to the hypothesis that density dependent .. 
mortality thresholds are influenced by plant vigour or plant 

survival. An index of this is provided by the measurement of 

herbage production •. 

(i) Soil moisture. _l1li" .. __ r> The effeot of' soil moisture 

on grass grub survival was stud.ied. in the field, in aU!Dlner, when 

drought cond.itions can redu(~e soil moisture below wilting poil1t, 

and in spring, when soil moisture levels are high and the pre

pupal, pupal and teneral beetle stages are present. 

'rne relationship of soil moisture and gra.ss grub mortality 

from egg to second instal' larvae was studied. over three generations 

from 1 970 to 1 973. Eaoh of the two paddooks in eaoh life table 

at Takapau was div:tded on miorotopography into high and low lying 

areas. Wi thin each paddook a .3 x 3 m plot VIas marked ou·t on 

both high and low al~eas from which ten 2 .. 5 em diameter 80il cores 

were sampled every fort;night at depths of 0-5, 5-10 and 10-15 om. 

The percentage of soil moisture by weight Vias measured for ea.ch 

depth by weighing a given volume of soil sampled before and eftar 

oven-drying for two days at 80°C. The average soil moisture 

during January and the first week in February :immediately prior 

to second instar sampling was calculated for the 10-15 em depth, 

since second instal' larvae were found at this level during dry 
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SummOl'S .. 

The soil moisture-mortality response ourves for grans 

grub raoordedby Wightman (unpub.) under laboratory conditions 

(Appendix 7-15) appeared to be a typical threshold response 

curve with a lower survival threshold around wiltin8 point and 

an upper threshold around field capaoity. Davidson .~t !l-, 
(1972a,b) have shown a similarly IJhaped response curve for the 

larvae ¢f the scarabaeid Serices~~s ~!sr~lineat~. 

Within the range of soil moisture levels encountered, 

the relationship between grass grub mortality and average 

moisture levels in January and early February of the high and 

low areas in each paddock was found to have a significant.lj.near 

component (Fig. 7-3). . However the relationship was displaced 

further to the right than the lowel' threshold range shown by 

Wightman. In view of this the field data were re-examined. 

In the presence of adequate soil moisture young grass 

grub larvae were observed to migrate into the top 2.5 cm to 

feed over the summer .. Under these conditions, morta.lity from 

202. 

the egB to second instal~ stage WuS density dependent. The 

existence of a density induced SU\1m!.er mortality explains why the 

linear relationship between soil moisture and summer mortality 

extended to soil Illoistures well above wilting point (Fig. 7-3)" 

It was therefore assumed that under field conditions the soil 

moi8ture-sul~ival curve, over the wide ral~e of soil moisture 

levels experienoed, for popUlations a.bove the density threshold 

for combat, was confounded by combat mortality. For this reason, 

the mortality-soil moisture relationship was recalcula.ted 

omitting the data for the summer of 1971 when soil moisture 

levels did not approach wilting point and 8tWWer mortality was 

significantly density dependent_ The recalculated moisture

mortality relationship (Fig. 7-3) apP110ximated more closely the 

lower larval sUl'Vival threshold range for soil moisture 

demonstrated by Vlightman (unpub.). 
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Many authors have recorded the a.dverse effect high soil 

moistul"es have on larval and pupa.l survival of .sca.rabaeids 

(e.g. Milne, 1963; Davidson and Robarts, 1968b; Tashiro, ~=1., 

1969). For this reason grass grub 5ut'Vival in spring Was 

eXl.lIllined as it was considered that spring soil moisture levels 

at depths inhabited by the pre-pUpa, ,pupa a.nd teneral beetle 

stages m~ exceed the upper threshold of the soil moisture

mortality response curves for these stages. 

Since soil moisture \'Vas not reoordod before the summer of 

1971, ra:tnfall from the third insta.r sampling in August to the 

beetle sampling (Appendj~ 7-16) Was used as an index of soil 

moisture oval' the spring period. The relationship between rain-
. -

fall and percentage morta.lity, estimated on data pooled from' 

both life table 8tu~ plots at Ta.kapau, Was found to have a. ' 

Bi.gnificant linear component (Fig. 7-4). 

(ii) .' ~f! temperatur~. Observations made on 

Cel"tam pumice soils' of the central North Island and the Rukuhia 

stuay site suggest that Farrell's (1972a) assumption, that high 

summer soil temperatures experienced in the upper levels of' the 

soil profile during summer droughts have little effeot on grass 

grub a.s larvae JI in l"'e sponse to drought, move deeper down the 

soil profile and are therefore buffered from the lethally high 

tempera,tul'es near the surface. Under certain condition:;! however, 

this pattern of behaviour requires exa.m:i.nation. Under severe drought 

oonditions during Janua.ry and li'e-pruary at R\.\kuhia and in the 

Taupo area it was not uncommon to find many second instal" l.arvae 

within 5 em of the surf~ce in an apparently stupefied state. 

The soils in these areas poasess a very porous subsoil. As a 

result, during severe droughts, the moisture gradient in the soil 

profile is inverted and in the top 15.0 em decreases with depth 

(Appendix 7-17). This does not occur in the Takapau soils, where, 

even under drought conditions, moisture gradients increase with 

depth. 

Vfuile it is commonly aooepted that grass grub larvae move 

in response to extremes in soil moi8tur~from dry to moist soil, 

the behaviour of larvae in a moisture gradient whioh is opposed 

" -'. ~ ..... , 
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by a temperature gradient is not known. Should a temperature 

gradient completely override a. moisture gradient then Farrell's 

assumption would generally be oorrect. However, field 

observations suggest that larval responses to soil temperature 

and moisture may not be so predictable. 

Experiments were set up to simUlate the tempera.tures 

experienced in the field at a depth of 10 em at Rukuhia, where 

a summer drought in January and Februa.ry, when the second and 

third insta.r larva.e were prosent ~ was associ.a.ted with a 

cata.strophic population collapse (Fig. 7-1). Over. this period 

on five Buccessive days, the soil tempera.tures taken at 10 em 

rose to over :53 a C and remainecl there for f'ou!' hours before 

falling in the evening to approximately 20°C .. 

206 .. 

In these expe.riments larvae were plaoed in open test tubes 

of raoist 80il withou>c food and exp03ed in v!ster b~tths to one of the 

temperatul'es given in Appendix 7-18 for four hours bef'ore being 

removed and placed in an incubato~ set at 21°C for 20 hours, 

with the control group. Larvae wel1 e sl\bjected to four such 

temperature oycles. Mortality wa.s reco!":led following a two day 

recovery period. The results are given in Appenc1.:i..x 7-18 llnd 

Fig. 7-5. 

Davison (1969) has shown that tho relationship for 

Calliphora spp. between mortality and t0mperature within the 

therma.l death point threshold range was sigmoid and used a 

probit analysis for estimating LD50 values fOl' different stages 

and species. On the other hanel, Da,vidson, ~. !1.., (1972a) 

observed that the temperature mortality threshold curve of the 

larvae of :§.. !!?-Arolineate. was exponentia.l rathel~ than sigmoid. 

The thermal mortality response curves of grass grub larvae 

appeared sigmoid rather than exponential and were calculated by 

regressing probit mortality on temperatur.e (Fig. 7-5). 

~'he thermal death point threshold range for the second 

and third larval insb.rs were very simila.r and extended from 

31.1 to 33.9 °C. By comparison, the threshold range of first 

instar larvae covered a much wider temperature ra.nge from 28.9 
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o 
to 33.9 c. This greater heterogeneity shown in the sU8coptib:Uity 

of f'irst instar larvae to temperature ma.y arise from the pl. ... ee. 

treatment environmental conditions to which larvae wera subjected 

or may be geneticnlly based. If genetic, it is probably an 

adaptation for sUl~ival ove~ droughty summers which has produoed 

two physiological races with different po~centials for summel~ 

surviva.l. stewart and stockdill (1972) end Ea.st (1972) he.ve 

shown the existe.noe of two physiological races within grass grub 

populations whioh diverge visibly in the ea.rly second instal' 

stage into those which complete their life oyole in one year and. 

those tha.t require two yearso 

It is known that therma.l death point thresholds may be 

substa.ntially altered by a.colima.tion (Maynard Smith) 1957) 

humidity (Wigglesworth, 1965) or soil moisture (Davidson, ~t ~., 

1972b). Da.vidson ll et &.,(1972b) noted that the thermal dea.th 

point threshold tempera.ture range of the scarabaeid ~. ~£r~

lineata. fell as soil Illoisture levels approached plant wilting _ ....... 

point.. If gras3 grub surviv(!.l is sLruil.a.rly affected, then, 

during the drought cont1itiona experienced at Rukuhia., when Boil 

moisture levels wel'e well below wilting pointJl the thermal 

dea.th point curves would be considerably d.isplaoec1 to the left 

of those shown in Fig. 7-5. 

The age interval survivals obtained in these studies were 

assembled in the manner suggested by Morris (1963a) and Watt 

(1961) • 

log! = log ~ + log ~ + log ~ + log Ssp + log F 

• Sa - = survival over the summer period from 

eggs to second instar larvae 

. .. '., ... - ........ . 
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• ~ = larval survival over the a.utumn 

• Sw = larval survival over the winter -
• SsE. = survival over the spring cu.lculated from 

third ins tar larvae in August to mature 

beetles but maldng allowance for non-

laying beetles and the proportion of 

beetles that were female. 

• E. :: ratio of actual fecundity to expected 

fecundity. 

Estimates of' E. allow the monitoring of gross changes in 

popUlation density resulting from a real rise or fall in -

fecundity or an apparent change arising from migration or 

emigration of' gravid beetles. Studies outlined earlier in the 

chapter suggest that large scale dispersal of female beetles did 

not occur during the period of this stu~, but large fluctuations 

did occur between actual and expected fecundities (~~able 7-3) c 

Dj.fferences in egg viability, assessed in the labor~\tory 

between insectary laid eggs and eggs collected from the field, 

were so consistent that allowances for fertility were omitted~ 

In certain seasons a large number of transparent third 

instar larvae were found in October a.nd November. These larvae 

were absent in field populations by ear~ December and died when 

incubated in soil with live plant tissue. In these analyses 

this mortality ha.s been placed arbitrarily in the ~ subdivision. 

The method of analysis used in these stUdies was the 

variance-covariance matrix method developed by Mott (1966). 

Unlike the simple regression analysis used by Harcourt (1963b)1 

Morris (1963b), Paradis and Le Roux (1962) and Pottinger and 

Le Roux (1971) it does not ignore the fact that components of 1 
may vary together. With the variance-covariance method an 

examination of the va.riance and covariances allows wrongly 

identified age intervals which are highly correlated with a 

more important age interval to be detected (see chapter 2).' 
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Analyses were computed using the egg and second, May 

third and August third instal' larval stages. The choice of the 

second and May third instar stages was based largely on 

agronomio considerations since these stages are responsible for 

210. 

the autumn and winter pasture damage, respectively, while the 

August third instal' stage was chosen beoause it provided one of the 

most stable population fixes in the life cyole. 

For these anaJ.yses each of the Takapau study plots were 

subdivided into their two paddocks to provide enough observations 

for meaningful analyses (Appendices 7-3, 7-4). Coefficients of 

determination (£.2) are presented for eaoh age interval in Table 

7-10 and the variance-covariance matrioes are given in Appendices 

7~19 to 7-23. 

AninterestiQg feature shown by r2 is that, irrespective 

of the stage on which I was oalculated, ~2 was highest for Ssp. - - -
The exception to this was when Ss i.n 1973 was inoluded in the 

analyses of ! based on the second instar stage (Table 7-10; 

Appendix 7-21). In this yea.r a severe summer drought ca.used a 

oa.tastrophic population collapse. An assessment of the effeot 

of drought on 1 based on the later stages in the life cycle was 

. not possible a3 studies were terminated in Febru.ary of tha.t yeal'. 

The key or most important age interval given by the value 
2 of r did not occur over the age interval tha.t larval comba.t 

mortality took place. This was expected, as density dopendent 

mortalities with a slope not significant~y different frou unity' 

would tend to regu.late or stabilise populations. In oomparison 

the key factor descrj.bed by Morris (1959) induces fluctuations 

in populations and thus acts in a density disturbing manner. 

A more detailed examina.tion W8.S made of the individual 

mortalities occurring with1.n the spring age interval to 

determine which faotors made the most important contribution to 

total variation in mortality over this period. Morte.lity I the 

inverse of survival, was used in these analyses a.s the author 

intuitively found morta.lity easier to disouss tha.n survival. 
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Table 7-10 Coefficients of detcrminaticn (~2) for the relationships between different 

age interval survivals ~~d fecundity and the log population index based 

on the different developmental stages of £. zealandica. 

Stage on whieh No. log S8 log Sa log S..,. log Ssp 
I based 

Egg 16 .210 .021 .210 .740 

2nd Instsr * 8 .003 .554 .255 .764-

+ 12 .699 .265 .000 .109 

3rd Instar 
.615 (Na.y) 16 .147 .420 .862 

3rd Instar 
(August) 16 .076 .433 ' .095 .853 

* Not including the 1973 s':llIImer mortality caused by drought 

+ Including the summer mortality of 1973 

r2 coefficient of determination 

log ! 

.130 

.207 

.082 

.288 

.189 
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The oomponents of spring mortality (~) aI'a: 

• !! :e.hYlt = mortality of transparent I a.rv ae 

• 1!~ = pre-pupal morta.lity 

• !~ = pupal mortality 

• §.E. = the proportion of the population 

that were male, and 

• !!E2£ = the ratio of the females whioh 

were infertile. 

Pre-pupal and pupal mortalities were measured as 

disappearanoe over the respeotive age l.nterval. The above 

components were assembled in the following manner to give the 

model: 

212. 

log Msp = log !! ~ -I- log M. ~ + log 1! ~ -I- log §l?. + log g !!!f. 

It was assumed that all mortalities were independent of density 

and did not aot contemporaneously. 

matrices are given in Table 7-11. 

The variance-covariance 

In the first matrix r2 indicated -
the ~ ~~ was the most important mortality. Examination of the 

variances and covarianoes showed that the principal contribution to 

the total variance of log ~s~ a.rises from the disappearance of pre

pupae and pupae. The reason why neither mortality gave B high 

coefficient of determination (£.2) was that they wore both 

negatively correlated with one another. The importance of !! E!!. 
assumed from its £2 value arises from the fact that it is 

oorrelated with the disappearance of both the pre-pupa and pupa. 

The reason for the negative correlation between pre-pupal . 
and pupal disappearance was investigated since if these mortalities 

were pooled they were highly correlated with spring mortality (lower 

matrix Table 7-11). It has been established that the 

mortality of the pre-pupa and pupa is influenced by spring 

rainfall. Galbreath (1970) demonstrated that grass grub larvae 

approaching the pre-pupal stage are completely insensitive 

to different soil moisture levels and will move down the Boil 

I 



Table 7-11 

log~.~. 

log !!.prep. 

log !:!.p'.lpae 

log.!:!. ~ 

log !:!.inf. 

log ~.pbys. 

Variances and covariances among components of log mortality of £. zealandica 

over the spring period (log .Msp.) expressed as a percentage of total variance. 

log li.phys. log ~.prep. log !;!.p'.lpa.e log~. ~. 

4 .. 21 - 0.80 11.57 1.31 

30.52 -15.21 4.03 

21.27 0.54 

4.90 

log ~.'phys. log ~.(prep &: pupae) log~. 2-

4.21 10.77 1.31 

log ~.(prep &: pupae) 36.58 4.57 

log !:!._ sp_ 4.90 

log !:!..i!lf. 

r2 coefficient of determination 

log ~.inf. 

3.95 

11.14 

10.71 

5.02 

6~80 

log ~.inf. 

3.95 

21.85 

5.02 

6.80 

. ~_phys mortality attributed to physiological causes 

~_prep pre-pupal mortality 

~.pupae pupal mortality 

~. sp_ prop_ of population that were male 

M. inf ratio of females that were. infertile 

:< 

." 

2 I .r 
.355 

.297 

.296 

.219 

.726 

r2 

.355 

.832 

.219 
I 

.726 I 
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profile and enter satura.ted soil in whioh Wightman (~npub.) 

showed they cannot survive. Should high soil moisture levels 

oocur over the pre-pupa.l stage, most of the grass grubs from 

the poorer drained areas of the stu~ plots would be 'drowned 

with the result that high soil moisture levels over the 

sucoeeding age 'intervals would produce small mortalities as 

most grass grub would have been eliminated from the moisture 

susceptible sites. This would mean that pre-pupal and pupal 

mortality would.be negatively correlated. 

The correlation between non-layers and pre-pupal and 

pupal disappearance would appear to stem from a oarry over 
I 

effect of soil moisture whioh may impair. the longevity of. the 

female beetle and thereby increase the number of non-layers. 

214. 

It is known that high soil moisture levels in early sprj.ng at 

Takapau usually carryover into late spring. At this time 

beetles are moving out of their pupal cells, an environment whioh 

is thought to give a meaSU1'e of protection against high levels 

of soil moisture (Galbreath, 1970) and are exposed to the ambient 

soil environment. Both Ga.lbrea th (1 970) and Kain (unpu,2,.) 

observed a reduction in lor~evity and an inorease in the 

proportion of non-laying beetles when gravid females were exposed 

to high levels of soil moisture. It would be expected that had 

teneral rather than mature beetles been used j.n these experiments 

10ngevity would have been consider.s.bly x-educed and (:aused a more 

marked increase in non-laying females. 

In the absence of severe summer- droughts which cause 

catastrophic mortalities, fluctuations in grass grub populations 

seem to be, associated with soil moisture levels in spring. 

Because of the order and manner in whioh the mortalities operate 

in the gras3 grub's life cyole, the effect of sunwer mortality on 

generation mortality is moderated by the density dependent nature 

of the mortality in the autumn and winter~ As a consequence, 

summer mortality will only affect generation survival if it 

depresses the population to a point below the density threshold 

at which autumn-winter combat mortality in that particular. 

generation operates. 

! 
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(5) f~ulatio21 Modell~~ 

The ultimate aim of life table studies is the objective 

formulation of pest management strategies (Watt, 1961, 1963c, 

1963d, 1964b, 1969). Usually the understandins of population 

dynamios from data obtained from population studies requires 

quantitative synthesis. Mathematical modelling is the only 

quantita.tive means of assessing the extent to which the life 

system of a partioular inseot is understood (Clark, !i ~o, 
1967) • 

For the purpose of developing a model, the grass grub 

life oyole was divided into three periods, summer, autumn-winter 

and spring. 

• Summer mortality. At soil moisture levels olose 

to wilting point, mortality (l.) Wt\S densi'~y indepen

dent and had an inverse linear relationship with 80il 

moisture, given by: 

where ~ is the mean peroentage moisture at 10 to 

15 om deep in tho soil in January and early 

February. At soil moisture levels above wilting 

point but below field capacity, summer mortality 

was density dependento On these occasions summer 

mortality (r) is given by the mean density dependent 

relationship for both or the years that summer 

mortality was signifioan'tly density depeno.ent: 

l. = 1 .. 216 + 0.87 ~ 

where ~ is the population density. 

.. Autumn-winter mortality. Over this period, larva.l 

mortality was direct~ density dependent as a 

result of comba.t mortality. The ~ intercept of the 

density dependent relationship Was linearly related 

.. '- -'- .'~ . , ..... 
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to autumn and. winter pasture production in kg clm/ha 

~ld. is given by: 

Z ::: .01t2x - 71 .50 

where x is pasture production. The slopes of the 

density dependent mortality relationship over the 

period of study varied from b e:in6 under-compensating 

(b <" 1) to over-compensating (b > 1 ) • For the purposes 

of' this model, the mean slope of 1 ~149 was used. 
( ) 

Given the ~lope and !"the population density;at tho 

end. of winter can be estimated from equation: 

'--.'."'.---
I' '." • : - ' .• -::; c .-~ • '. 

a.ntilog (log ~~) ::: log 2S - (1 .149 (log 2! - ·log .!» 1 

which can be simplified. to 

antilog (log X) = O~149 log! : 0.149 log ~ 

• Spring mortality. The mortality (,x) from pre-

pupae to ten{)ral beetles was linearly related. to 

rainfall: 

wher.-e 2£ is spring rainfall (em). 

The failure to obtain a ]'ebr-uary estimate of the 8 eeonel 

insta.l' popu.lation in 1969 meant that that particular generation 

could. not be considered in these studies. For the purposes of 

modelling, a mea.n proportion of the beetles which were female 

(.44) and E! mean actual fecundity pel' fertile female Vlere ca.lculated 

by pooling the mean for each generation, excluding 1968-69, from 

the Taka.pau life ta.ble plots. The ca.lculations a.nd equations 

involved with simulation studies are given in Appendix 7-24. 

Simulated. population changes estimated by the model were compared 

with the a.ctua.l pooled Ta.kapau life table da.ta and with estimates 

of popule.tion densities using the generation spec:i.i'ic density 

dependent !'elationships with different combine.tiona of actual and 

mean fecundities and sex proportions. 

Tho mod.el provided poor estimates of egg density but with 

the exception of 1973 gave reasonable predictions of larval density, 

for the agronomica.lly important second instal' stage. Populatiol'l 

levels estima.ted wi th the speci.f'io density dependent relationships 

and. mean :feoundity a.nd sex proportions gave more accurate estima.tes 

of the actual population level .than the model. The combina.tions of 

a,ctual and mean fecundities and sex propo:r.'tions with specific density 
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Fig. 7·6 Population cstilll:ltes of C. zc~_!_andica based on rdationships between 

physical or biotic factors and mortality: 

A: 	 actual estimates; 

B:* 	 estimates calculated from, specific generation density dependent 

relationships arising from larval combat and the relationships 

establishco between ;nortality, and sununer soil moisture, and 

spring rainfall; 

C:* 	 estimate~ calculated as for B, but using mean relationships 

for density d'.!pclluent rel'ltionships with the autumn-winter 

mOl-tality intercept estimated from pasturo production. 

* meallS fecu/\ (lity and "ex prop. used in these calculations 



dependent relationships showed that the inclusion of actual 

fecundity gave better estimates over all generations than the 

inclusion of actual sex ratios (Appendix 7-24.). The better 
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results obtained with generation specific density dependent relation

ships with the mean and actual fecundities and sex ra.tios suggests 

that the provision of a more accurate popUlation model for grass 

grub at Takapau requires further information on the factors illvolved 

in determining the threshold density and slope of the density 

dependent mortality relationship and actual fecundity. 

III DISCUSSION 

The grass grub life system in open and improved pasture

land seems relatively simple·. 

Even in dense populations mass dispersal of gravid beetles 

prior to oviposition was not recorded in those studies. 

Observations of' flight activity, mating behaviour and longevity 

at Takapau backed by insectary studies (Kain ~~~.) suggest 

that at least in this region as in Nelson (Fenemore, 1970) 

increases or decreases in populutions caused by adult dispersal 

are small and colonisation of unin£ested areas slow. 

The grass grub life system at Takapatl was characterised by 

a complete lack of parasites and important preda.tors. Apart 

from localised areas where starling predation is intense, as on 

certain irrigated a.reaS j.n Canterbury which are close to large 

starling roosts (East, 1972), this seems to be typical of the 

species' life system in open pastureland. 

Disease organisms did not cause significant mortalities 

in Takapau popula.tions, a.lthough three diseases were f'ound to 

attack grass grub; a native bacterium (~~cillus sp.), which 

causes a millcy dj.sease :i.n the larva, and two fungi, Metal"rhizi~ 

an~.sopli~ and Beauverj..f! ~~, which attt;t.Ck and ffitUIUoify the 

more mature larva. and pupa. The relative unimportance of 

diseases in the population dynamics of grass grub nt 'l'akapau 
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Beems to typify most areas in New Zealand (Dumbleton, 1945a; 

Latoh,1965; East, 1972). Under the higher soil "temperatures 

and moisture levels experienoed in the northern regions, pathogens, 

partioularly milky disease, may playa more significant role in 

the population dynamics of grass grub. These studies have shown 

that in the 'Naikato region over 4o,~ of the grass grub populations 

in May, may be infeoted by mill~ disease. A oondition of grass 

grub found at Takapau whioh caused up to 2q% of mature larvae to 

take on a transparent appearance in August and die before pupation 

requires further study to determine the actual cause of death and 

the a.ge interval in whioh it originates. 

These stUdies have shown that grass grub population levels 
-are regulated by intra-speoit'io competition in the form of combat 

mortality which is influenced by the effects of environmental 

oonditions on larval behaviour and food supply. Fluotuations in 

grass grub populations occur in "response to unfavourable physical 

conditions such as high soil temperatures an~or low moisture 

levels in summer and high levels of soil moisture over the spring. 

Kelsey (1970) and Ea::!t (1972) noted tha.t extremely high 

populations can be supported by irrigated compa.red with dry 

land pastures and Sears (195.3) has reported that the more 

productive pastures ca.n hat'l)our higher popule. tiona of grass grub 

i~han less productive pastul'es. Undor. irrigation, in high ra.infall 

areas, in wet summers, 01' uno.er conditions favourable for growth, 

pasture pla.nts are able to tolerate a large aIilOunt of root 

pruning without dying and still provicle a. source of live l'oot 

Under these oonditions larval movement to food and 

aggregatio? around surviving plants are reduced. In response to 

this, the probability of la.rval oontact, a.nd thus combat mortality, 

decreases. Hence, under environmental conditions that favour the 

survival of damaged pasture combat mortality operates a.t a higher 

threshold level. 

'1'he assessment of the relative importance of environmental 

factors involved in density independent mortalit:i.es over the 

summer period is difficult since the two factors most likely to 

be involved, 80il temperature and soil moisture, are inversely 

, 
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related.. At Taka.pa.u, (l significantly lineal' trend WD,S obseI'ved 

between su:r.-viva,l from the egg to second instlilr larvae and Boil 

moisture in 1ate-January-eaL'ly'-Februnry. Despite this, it is 

possible tha.t this so ca.11ed 80i1 moisture SUDlmer lB.rval 

mortality relationship may arise as a result of drought induced 

starvation and/or soil temperature or a. 0501.1 moisture-temperature 

interaction. 

Gra.ss grubs were found 10 to 15 em deep in the soil profile 

under drought conditions a.t To.kapa.u and. were thought to have 

eva-ded the high tempel'atures recor<1ed near the [Surface.. At this 

depth, tha soil moisture oont~llt was well below wilting point, 

a moisture level which is f8.r below the optimum for grass grub 

survival (Wightman~ ~nE~.) 0 It is possible, even a.t 10 to 15 em 

deep in the soil, tha.t undel' these mo:i.stU1'0 cond:l tions the therma.l 

death point may be so reduced that both temperature a,nd moisture 

Illay be implicated in determining the survival of' larvae. It is 

known that the thel"'fllal death point decreas0s with decrea.sing soil 

moisture levels for larvae of the scaX'Hbaeid 2,. &~".~nes.'S!. 

(Davidson, ~ ~. 1 972b) • Cer.tainly \~hel'e larvae do not move 

down in the soil in response to drought as at Rukuh:i.a, soil 

~GeI!lpel.'ature8 become high enough in droughty summ.ers to ca.uso large 

mortalities 0 It is considered unlike~y that a large number of 

grass grub under drought conditions die of starvation as East 

(1972) has observed tha.t in severe drought conditions larvae have 

the ability to move down the soil profile ·to aestivate and under. 

these conditions may extend their li1'e cycle over two years. 

Morta.lity from the pre-pupa to teneral beetle ate,ge WaB 

linearly related to spring rainfall, which in these stUdies 

probably provided an index of .5oil moisture or the time tha.t 

soil moisture was above field capacity. Uno.er laboratory 

condit ions, Wightm8.n (2.!1l?E2. ~) has shown that as 80 il mo is ture 

levels approach and exceed field CD-pa.d ty larval sm.·vivD-l of 

grass grub rapiQly decreases. Further stu~ on the relationship 

between spring mortality and the more direot v8.riable soil 

moistu.re in spring is required, since the effect of spring rainfall 

on grass grub survival will be markedly in.fluenced by the, moisture 

.,.-...... ' .. ' 
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retention properties of the different soils. 

Studies on the population dynamics of the Australian 

pasture scarabaeid !. tasmaniae~ by Garne (1956) in Victoria and 

by Maelzer (1961a, b, 1962, 1964) in South Australia have led 
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to different opinions as to what factors determine the population 

densities of this insect. On one hand, Garne (1956) considered 

populations were regulated by larval combat mortality which 

limited the maximum lal~al density. On the other hand, Maelzer 

(1961 a) claimed ,that climatic factors such as Bummer drought and 

winter flooding, which drowned larvae and predisposed them to 

attack by f£rdyce2s ~hod~, determined population levels. 

Maelzer discounted larval combat as he held that larvae disperse 

into a.djacent unin£'ested pastures in search of food before combat 

became serious. No attempt was made by Garne (1956) or Maelzer 

(1961 a) to measure the effects of physical factors and combat 

mortality. East (1972) has correctly pointed out that a more 

rational view of population determination in Aphodi~s tasma.nia~ 

might be "that fluctuations in popUlations mny be induced by weather 

conditions but in years or localities with favourable weather 

populations are regulated or' stabilised by combat mortality 0 " If 

this is the case, then population determination of !. tasmaE~ is 

remarkably similar to that observed in the present studies for grass 

grub except that mass movement of gravid female beetles of !. 
i~~ induced by favourable wea.ther conditions is not cha.racter

istic of grass grub. This mode of population determination is 

probably typical of many pasture inhabiting scarabaeids .. 

The simple model of the population dynamics of grass grub 

presented here has provided an enoouraging~v good description of 

the fluctuations in grass grub population encountered during these 

stuClies at Takapau. The oonstruction of this preliminary population 

model has served to isolate the arOas where more detailed, study is 

requiredo 

To construct a more accurate and genera.l model for gra.s8 grub 

populations the relationship of the effect of spring soil moisture, 

rather than ra.infall, on mortality and faotors which determine the 

slope and interoept of the relationship between combat mortality 

a.nd laI~al density require more acourate definition. Also factors 

whioh influence fecundity l'equire identifioation and elucidation. 
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From the similar performances of the grass grub populations 

in the two Takapau lUe table plots, gra.ss grub populations do not 

appea.r to be sensitive to dif'ferenc6s .~uch as those experienced in 

the unimproved and improved study sites. This observation 

suggests that the modelling of grass grub popultltions may not ha.ve 

to account for differences or changes in pa.sture production anrl 

bota.nical composition of the magnitude found between these pICots. 

Information obtained from these stUdies on the type of 

mortalities, their- order and manner of operation, a.nd the 

construction of population mod.els have provided a basis for 

objectively assessing the worth of' mtlnipulating environmental 

factors for control purposes and directing the use of exist.ing 

methods of control. For example, the order in which the .. major' 

morta.lities of grass grub occur in roh:liion to the a.ctively 

feed.ing larval·stage explains why the control of' grass grub with 

transient inseotioides is difficult and theil' effects on the 

population short livedo This point has not been previously 

appreciated. Applications of insecticide are usutllly made in 

1!'ebruary or April prior to the appeartlnce of pasture dama.ge end 

before the onset of combat mortalityu The action of mortality 

arising from larval combat is 80 strongly density dependent that 

it compensates completely for changes in popUlation. level above 

the seasonal threshold. density. In lllaTW instances a.pplication of 

ll1secticide does not greatly reduce the grass grub popUlations 

below the density threshold for comba.t mortal:ltyo As a result~ 

in most lllstanc8s the effect of insecticide applied in the 

summer to early autumn period may only hasten the decline in 

population density before .seasonal pasture damage occurs, but 

not influence generation mortality and hence population levels 

in the next generation. It would seem therefore "tha.t a 

(;ompl'omise between what is entomologically and agronomically 

sound would provide a better basis for insecticide usage for 

graS3 grub control. Anothor example that these studies have 

highlighted is the susceptibility of the pre-pupal, pupal and 

teneral beetle stages to high levels of soil moisture and the 

possibility of controlling grass grub with irrigation. . Wher'e 
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praotical the use of irrigation in early spring, a time when 

oombat morta.lity has ceased, is likely to provide a owor.thwhile 

method of grass grub control. 

22.3. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

APPEARANCE AND GROWTH OF PASTURE DAMAG·E, THE ro~LA'l'IONSHIP 

BE'lV/EEN POPULATION DENSITY AND LOSSES IN HERBAGE PRODUCTION 

AND AN ASSESSMENT OF THE PEST STATUS OF GRASS GRUB 

I INTRODUCTION 

The studies described in this chapter are outlined in 

its title. These studies were developed in the following 

sequence: 

• The relationship between the proportion of t). . 
paddock or plot showing visible pasture 

damage and grass grub population density 

(or an index of it) was investigated. 

• The growth of grass grub populations and 

the area of pasture damage ~ere studied. 

• lJ.'he effect of grass grub damage 011 pasture 

production was assessed. 

• The relationship between losses in pasture 

production and grass grub population 

density was examined. 

• Finally, an attempt was made to evaluate grass 

grub damage in terms of animal productivity in 

the Takapau locality. 

II RESULTS 

224. 

(1) Relationship betw.een PopUlation DensitY.2n<l;.Ar~£l- .1?!-..ma&e~ 

(a) ?oeulation Indioes. 'rhe provision of an index 
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which is highly correlated with populat:i.on density has the 

practical advantage of reducing the time and effol~t involved 

in estimating absolute densities. The percentage of sample 

units in which grass grub larvae occurred (% hits) wa.s assessed 

as a suitable index. If suitable, the number of samples 

required to be completely broken down and examined in ol~aer to 

. ". ' '--' 

~ - . ~ - ... - .. ' - . - -

estimate population levels could be markedly reduced.'-:-- -c-c-_· 

Significa.nt linear regressions were found to occur 

between the square root of the mean density 8011(1 % hits in 

Februa.ry on the Takapau life table plots (Appendix 8-1) and on 

the farming systems trial in March (lilig. 8-1; Appendix 8-2) 

when second and/or third instal' larvae were present, and at both . 
aites in May when only third inata-r larvae were found (Fig. 8-2; 

Appendices 8-3, 8-4). This relatiol1ship differed signifioantly 

from generation to generation and with time within generations 

(Figs. 8-1,8-2). The slopes of these relationships in Februa.ry 

and May, from the life table study plots, did not differ between 

generations, but signif'icant differences were recorded between 

interoepts (Appendices 8-1, 8-3). On the other hand, there were 

significa.nt inter-generation differenoes between both the slopes 

and intercepts of the density-occurrence relationships recorded 

from the farming systells trial in March and May <-Appendices 8-2, 

8-4.) • Dospite generation dll'ferences in the density-occurrence 

relat:tonships, aWl-lyses of. data pooled from all the generations 

studied demonstrated the existence of relatively close overall 

relationships fl'Om the life table sites in February and. May, and 

from the farming systems trial in lilarch and May (Fj.gs. 8-1, 8-2; 

Appendices 8-1, 8-2, 8-3, 8-4). In May, when the sampling time 

Was oonmon to both the farming systems, trial and the life table 

plots, a close overall relationship was obtained by pooling all 

data from both stu~ areas (Appendix 8-4). 

These stUdies have shown that if density-occurrence 

relationships are to provide a precise index of grass grub 

density, it would be advisable to make allowances for seasona.l 

differences, developmental stages and possibly different agronomic 

and edaphic conditions. 

(b) !,opulaj;,i?}l Levels end Proportion of Area- D.~m.!$ed, • 
• The relationships between tho ,proportion of the study areas 
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8ufferine; visible pasture damage in May and estimates of' population 

density or percentage occurrence in March and May a~e given in 

Appendices 8-5, 8-6, 8-7 and 8-8, and Figs. 8-3 and 8-4. The 

relationships of percenta.ge damage on percentage occurr.ence in 

March and percentage dornage on population rlensity in May appeareo. 

linear. In comparison the relationships between percenta.ge 

damage and mean populationdenaity in March and percentage damage 

and percentage occurl'ence in May were curvilinear. The formel" 

cUl'vilinear relationship assumed linearity when the mea.n density was 

transformed to a square root scale, whereas the latter relationship 

in its untransformed state was adequately de301'ibed by a quadratic 

ourve. With the exception of the relationship between percentage 

damage and population denaity in Ma.y, significant generE'.tion dif

ferences were recorded in all relationships involving damage and 

population density or percentage occurrence. 

In spite of genera·~ion differences, a significant overall 

quadratic relationship (r· = .85h.) was obtained when data from a.ll 

generations relating percentage OCCUl'l"enCe and percentage damage 

in lda.y were pooled (Appendix 8-6).. Better overa.ll x'elationships 

were found to exist between the proportion of an area. d8Illaged. and 

popula.tion density or percentage ocourrence, when population levels 

were assessed in May rather tha.n March (Figs. 8-3, 8-4; Appendices 

8-5, 8-6, 8-7, 8-8). This undoubtedly arose as a result of 

mortality caused by larva.l combat which stabilised the population 

of a particular generation a.bout a level which the pasture was mOl'e 

capa.ble of supporting. It would be expected however, that under 

wet compared with drier conditions a given demdty of grass grub 

would cause a smaller area of visible damage and a.s a result pop

Ulation regulation would ocour about a higher density level. 

In view of this it is necessary to define the relationships 

between population density and the proportion of an a.rea damaged. 

for wet, average ana. dry seasons. Over the six year period that 

these studies were conducted 1968, 1972 and 1973 were considered to 

be dry years and the remainder average to wet years. Unfortunately 

in 1972 and 1973 very few observations were made which mea.nt that 
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most dry year observations were confined to 1968. 

(2) 9;rowth of, Q..rass Ji!'.Yg P2.Eulat:i.on~_~2:e..2-....0f Past~ 

~aged 

In many instances it is invaluable to be able to predict 

233. 

the rapidity with which populations are able to increase under 

favourable environmental conditions together with the l'osultant 

de.mage. This is pal-ticularly true for insects like gras5 grub, 

which even in the presence of favourable environmental oonditions 

build up from incipient to high population levels comparatively 

slowly and do not fluctuate wildly from endemic to epidemic propor

tions between sucoessive generations. The provision of this 

information allows deoisions on the choice and implementation of 

oontrol procedures to be made more objeotively .. 

(a) Pop~lation Gro~~h.. Studies on the growth of grasa 

grub popUlations were car.-riecl out from 1968 to 1972 on Smith IS plo-~s 

and a nUl1lber of paddocks ohosen from the farming systems trial. 

These plots and paddocks ga.ve a witte range of populat:i.on levels. 

In the following an(l.lyse~ data wore not included from plots 

or paddocks where initial populntion densities (P(n) exceeded 200 

grubs/m2 in May, a density which was close to th~ :pper limit found 

in the Takapau area at -r,his time of ye~r. Data from seasons or 

paddocks where population density decreased in the fo~lo\Ving gener

ation GE(~» as a result of pl~sical stresses, such as summer 

droughts or excessive Boil moistures in spring, were also not 

considered in these nna~ses. 

Estimates of population densities wore transformed to a 

log scale to stabilise variance and provide linearity as suggested 

by Morris (1959). Significant linear relationships were found 

between the logarithms of population densities in March and May of 

successive generations (Figs. 8-5, 8-6; Appendices 8-9, 8-10). 
Although significant differences between generations were reoorded 

in May, the differences were not large Bnd the pooled data for each 

' ... : .-, 
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month were relatively \'1el1 described by an overall linear 

relationship (Figs. 8-5, 8-6). 

Seventy-six peroent (March to Maroh) and 70;10 (M.ay to May) 

of the variation <£.2) in the log density of the next generation 

(f,(E,+1 )) was acoounted for by the log population density of the 

ourrent generation (f(E))o 

(b) §E2.wth of Ares De.ma~<!. One of the ma.jor aims 

of studies on the agronomio aspect 01' grass grub was to model 

the growth of visible pasture damage from one generation to another 

and if possible over a number ofgenera.tiona. 

In the past, the growth of a.reas suffer:tng from visible grass 

grub damage has reoeived little attention. A brief description 

of' grass grubdnmage and its growth was given earlier in chapters 

5 und 7. .. The. disorete circular areas of small patches of damage 

which chara.cterise the pattern of grass grub damage in pasture 

enables the movement and measurement of individual areas to be 

a.ccurately studied from the ground~ 

The frequency distribution of discrete areas of damage 

within the thirty~ 20 x 20 ill subplots at Smith's and the appearance 

rate of eruptions (new patches of damage) in each generation studied 

are given in Fig. 8-7 and Appendix 8-11. .In v·j.ew of the relatively 

small numbers of observations adequate tests of these frequency 

distributions were not possible (Appendix 8-12). With the exoeption 

of 1972, hO"Never, both the rate of appearanoe and number of delilaged 

patches per subplot appeared to be considerably more skewed than 

would be expected from a random distribution. Notwithstanding 

the limited number of observations, it would seem that with the 

exception of 1972, all frequency distributions were described by the 

negative binomial model. The acceptance of the negative binomial 

model assumes that the probability of finding a patoh of damage in 

subplots with existing patches of drunage is greater than in subplots 

without damage patches. That is, '~he distribution of damaged 

patches is clumped at' aggregated. 
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This distribution may have arisen f'rom heterogeneity in 

plots at'fecting survival or oviposition, or from t~e· restrioted 

movement of gravid females away from areas of damage in which 

they originated prior to oviposition. This pattern.of adult 

behaviour of gra.vid females would be distinct f'rom the morEl normal 

reprod.uctive behaviour observed at Takapau, where the f'emale was 

usually mated close to the point of emergence and did not fly until 

after her first oviposition. The usual f'light pattern and. height 

of the famEl-le was observed to carry hal' well clear of the point of' 

primary emergence and usually out of the paddock of origin (ICain, 

unpub.). 

The mean size of el~ptions varied significantly f'rom generation 

to generation depondent· 011 rainfa.ll. Following the dry 'Summer 

conditions experienced in 1972 the eruption size frequency distl'ibution 

histogram was displaced to the right, compared with those from years 

with wetter summers (1970 and 1971)~ (Fig. 8-8). Dry conditions in 

late-summer-early-winter increased the susceptibility of pasture to 

root pruning which resulted in a larger mean eruption size. 

Conversely under wet conditj.ons the mean eruption s:i.ze wa.s reduced, 

and it is probable that und.er these conditions some of' the smaller 

areas of damage apparent under drier conditions were not visible. 

The growth or movement of visible damage within the larval 

season was very sma.ll compared with the movement between generations. 

Intra-generation movement of visible damage has been discussed in 

chapter 5 and seldom exceeded 20 cm. On the other hand, inter

generation movement of d~lage was much greater and although linear~ 

related to the initial radius ('liable 5-5), U seldom exceeded 1 .2 In. 

As expected, the factor by which individual damaged areas incre~sed 

between s\.lccessive generations VIas related in a recj.procal manner to 

the size of' the initial area (Fig. 8-9). This relationship was 

not in1'luenced. by the coalescence of two or more patches of damage. 

Patches of damage which merged a.ppea.red to compensate for the 

restriction that was placed on movement at the point of coalescence 

by expandinB into the apices on either side of the point at which 

fusion occurred. As the outer margins of indiv:i.dua.l damaged areas 

came closer together, the visibly undamaged margins in which high 
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grass grub numbers were concentl'ated converged first. At tM.8 

point, there WaS an e)..-tremely dense local:i.sed aggregation of larvae 

contributed by each patch of damage. As a result, pasture was 

quickly killed and larvae moved to the nearest souroe of live root 

material, which was usually found in the apices either side of the 

point at which damage patches D.lerged~ 

In order to provide enough observations to o.dequa;tel,y 

establish the rela.tionship between the Ill'eo. of visible damage in 

one year (~) and the areo. of damage contributed by eruptions in 

the following yeur (lEo + 1)) plots or pad.docks were subd.ivided into 

.25 ha subplots.. A reciprocal rolo.t:i.onship, given in F:tg. 8-10, 

was found to exist between the percentage increase in perC,?entage 

damage in l£ caused by eruptions in E + 1 t This relationship 

is given by Y.. :: (200/(~ + 0(;8)) - ,3.0 where 1. is the damaged area 

arising from eruptions in yr, + 1 expressed as a. percentage of 

x where x is the percentage of the area damaged in year l£o 

From the above relationship, the approximate number of 

eruptions per ha in ~~ + 1 can be estj~ated from ~ by caloulating 

the a.rea of' damage pel' ha oaused. by eruptions and dividing it by 

the mean ·of the mean eruption size for the years studied (1.46 m2). 

The resulting relationship is shown in the inset in Fig. 8-10. 

The relationship between;t;,) the number of eruptions per ha in 

1£ + 1 and~, the percentage of the area ini tia.lly damaged in year 

~ (x) is given by ~ = 13506~ - 2.072 ~ 2/~ + 0.8). 

From two relationships, one relating the growth f.actor of 

damaged patohes between suocessive genera.tions to their :l.nitial 

size and the other predicting the number of eruptions per he. from 

the percentage of the plot or paddock suffering visible damage, the 

growth of visible damage wa.s modelled (Appendix 8-13). 

The adequaoy of the model was tested by comparing the 

observed inter-generation growth of damage with estimates obtained 

by simUlation (Fig. 8-11i Appendix 8-14). ~1e observations on 

the growth in the proportion of paddocks or plots suffering from 

visible damage were well fitted both by a quadratic shaped curve 

and the proposed model. StarHng f'l"om any point on the graph with 

any number of damaged patches it Was found tha.t the model ga.ve a 
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l'elatively closo desoription of the growth of visible pasture 

dama.ge over the study period. At the stage that 65~~ of the 

paddook was damaged, defiuition of the damaged areas became il1-

defined and indistinct due to the regeneration of pasture in the 

2l~o 

older areas of daIMge and beco.me impossible to measure. Approaching 

this point grass f,rrub populations seemed to stabilize and oscillate 

about an equilibrium point. 

It should be noted that over the period of study at Smith's 

where most of the obsel~vations involved. in these studies were 

made and in the seasons in which observations were made on the 

researoh fe.rm" climatic conditions for the growth e.nd maintenance 

of gr.ass grub populations were favourable. 

Another curve (r.lodel B) describing the growth of grass grub 

dame.ge in pasture was constructed by simula.tion studies based on the 

population growth curve of third instar larvae in May (Fig. 8-6) in 

favourable seasons a.nd the rele.tionship between the proportion of a 

paddock damaged and population density in May (Fig. 8-4). A 

f'urther growth CUl'V"e (Model C) of pa.sture dEUJl~ge was simulated from 

the growth curve of May populations us:i.ng percentage occurrence as 

a.n index of' population density (Appendix 8-15) and the relationship 

between percentage occurrence and the proportion of a plot or pad.dock 

suffering visual da.mage (Fig. 8-4). 

The shape of the la. tter two CUl'ves was similar but compared 

with the first model (Nodel A), they tended. to under-estimate 

obsel'ved damage by a,pproximately 2o-;~ (Fig It 8-11; Appendix 8-14). 
The probt.lble causes of this el~ror are discussed later. 

(3) ~ffect_9f Damage on Pa~ture ~coduction 

(a) East~'e Quantity. Measurements of' herbage production 

from damaged and undamaged areas were confined to Smith's plots. 

These plots were stratified. on pasture damage in the manner descrlbed 

in chapter 5. Herbage production data from these strata are given 

for each month in Fig. 8-12 and Appendix 8-16 and for each season in 

Table 8-1. The ANCfV A for both monthly and seasonal herbage produc

tions are swnmarised in. Appendices 8-17 and 8-18, respectively. 

I 
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Gra.ss grub dama.ge l'educed pasture produotion in late February 

through to Septembel~-October. Monthly losses in herbage produotiv

ity in the damage strata were most severe in February of 1972 whereas 

seasonal losses were highest in a.utumn and winter. Negative net 

pasture production wa.s recoz'ded in February 1972 in the newly 

damaged stratum. This resulted from the death of grass grub 

damaged plants, their subsequent decay and dispersal by wind. The 

reason why negative herbage pl'oduction Vias recorded in February of 

1972 but not in ll'ebruary 1971 is probably that higher- plant 

mortality was caused by grass grub under the lower rainfall recorded 

in January and February of 1972 (Fig. 8-12). Up to 7~~ and. 7q% 

losses in pasture production were .recorded during the autumn £ .. n(\ 

winter, respectively, on areas of newly da.maged pasture. - In areas 

damaged by previous generations the respective losses in autumn and 

winter were 5hi;, and 30%. Recovery of damaged areas to the stage 

that difference8 in monthly pasture productivity between strata. were 

not significant was complete by November in 1972, following a dry 

sumlIler and winter, but occurred earlier in the spring of 1971 
following a higher summer and. winter rainfall. Significantly 

higher pastur~ production wa.s r(lcorded in the spring from ar'eas 

damaged by previous generations compared with undamaged ore as 

(Table 8-1). This phenomenon may have arisen £rom the enhanced 

minera.lisation of organic matter caused by the feeding aotivity of 

the previous generations (Yaaoob, 1967) Ol~ from a change in botanical 

composition or both. 

Changes in pasture quality arj.sing 

from grass gr~b damage were monitored by measuring changes in, the 

botanical oompostion of herbage production and ground cover. 

Deterioration :i.n pasture palata.bility was assessed by measuring the 

percentage of the available herbage that was consumed by sheep from 

each stratum. 

(i) ]2,tan:i.oal Compositio~. Herbage disaect:i.ons 

of pasture samples were carried out on at least one harvest per 

saason through 1971 and in the summer and autumn of 1972. The 

species encountered in the pastures studied are given in Appen(lix 

8-19. In seasons when herbage dissections were carried out only 
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Table 8-1 Pasture production (-*D.lII. kg;1w.) from different strata basee:pn 

~. zealandi~a damage ( Smith's plots )~ 

Season Undanaged Pre'licusly , Newly L.S.D. 
d~"71a~ecl dama.ced 5% 

S=e:- 1970-71 4019 2935 2718 589 

Autumn 1971 2114 967 564 268 

Yinter 1971 2381 1677 706 491 

Spring 1971 46)9 4451 3978 522 

Summer 1971-72 3141 2258 2582 659 

Autumn 1972 1656 1335 560 257 

't/iuter 1972 1470 1248 770 214 

Spring 1972 3683 3397 2978 3130 , 

* D.~l. kg}.J.a = kilograms dry matter produc"\;ion per hectare 
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once, dissections were usually ma.de on mid-season samples. SL"'£ 

samples were subsampled per harvest from eaoh stratum a.nd disseoted. 

Prior to analyses, data for individual species were grouped in'to 

four categories, name:~; ryegrnss, clovers, other grass species and 

broad leaved weeds and litter and expressed as a peroentage of the 

total dry weight of the sub-sample. Each group was analysed 

sepal'ately by the ANOVA. The manner in which data was analysed is 

shown with the results in Appendix 8-20. 'J 

Signifioant seasonal changes occurred in the percentage 

contribution ma,de by eaoh group to the production of each stratum. 

In the 1970-71 seasons significant between··strata differences were 

re,corded in the heI'bage oomposition from each stratum. The . 
significant interaction found between strata and seasons indicated 

. that changes in the contribution made by certain groups to the 

total herbage production from each stratum over different seasons 

differed signifioantly between strata. Interaotions occurred in 

1970-71 for the clover and broad leaved weeds and litter groupBo 

In 1971-72, in the absence of a winter and spring assessment of 

herbage composj,tion, significant interactions were shown for both 

ryegrass and broa.d leaved weeds and litter groups. 

The mean peroentage contributions made by eaoh group 

of plants to herbage produotion are given in Table 8-28 Ryegrass 

contributed a lower proportion of the herbage in the grass grub 

damaged strata oompared with the wldamaged stratum over the autumn 

and winter. In the autumn of 1972, following a dry summer, the 

proportion of ryegrass in the newly damaged stratum was exceptionally 

low. 

The.contribution made by clovers to ~he herbage produotion 

of each stratum, with the exception of summer, was lower in the 

previously damaged stratum than in the undamaged stratum. The 

clover content of herbage from the newly damaged stratum was not 

significantly lower than the undamaged stra.tum in autumn but Was 

lower during the winter and spring of 1971 • In the autumn of' 1972, 

however, clover was completely absent in the herbage harvested from 

both the damaged strata. 



Table 8-2 

-- ---

Season Strata 

1911 Su=er Unda."laged . 
Previously dam. 
Nedy damaged 

1971 Autwm Undamaged 
Previously dam. 
lje'!l'l~r damaged 

.1971 'linter I Undamaged 
Previously dam. 
Nevly damaged 

1971 Spring Undamaged 
I Previously dam. 

Nevly da::laged 

1972 Su::mer Unda:n~ged 

. Previously d~. 
Uell'ly damaged 

~> 1972 Autumn Undareaged 
Pr;;: .. iou31y da:I!. 
lie~~ly d2l:laged I 

Seasonal eont~ibutiov$ ~de to the herbage produ~tion of each stratum by 

each group or species of p~~ts 

No. Rye grass Other gr.?Sses Clover 

% L.S .. D. (5%) ~ L.S.D. (5%) 5' L.S.D. (5~) 

10 35.80 ) 36.10 ) 14.10 ) 
10 28.90 ) 12.00 35.60 ) 17.00 20.91 ) 11.92 
10 29.55 ) 40.00 ) 19.66 ) 

40 34.97 ) 16.70 ) 30.62 ) 
40 27.80 ) 6.95 18.41 ) 6.60 17.21 ) 6.66 
40 26.97 ) 15.45 ) 26.75 ) 

40 1.7.60 ) 23.65 ) 23.70 ) 
40 27.30 ) 8.38 41.60 ) 8.43 8.80 ) 5.18 
40 34.63 ) 29.22 ) 12.15 ) 

25 45.68 ) 25.24 ) 25.68 ) 
25 39.48 ) 8.21 37.64 ) 8.98 13.49 ) 6.59 
25 41.60 ) 33.36 ) 12.77 ) 

20 42.65 ) 14.01 ) 18.00 ) 
20 42.15 ) 9.48 14.25 ) 6.41 11.21 ) 80 00 
20 - 42.05 ) 12.25 ) 15.65 ) 

6 59.33 ) 4.33 ) 4.85 ) 
6 46.50 ) 8.07 9.66 ) 4.12 0.0 ) 3.10 
6 6.03 ) 1.40 ) 0.0 ) 

':,( 

.;-' 

Weeds 8: litter 
i 

% L.S.D. (5%) ! 

14.01 ) 
14.60 ) 9.01 
11.23 ) 

17.76 ) 
36.58 ) 8.85 
32.34 ) 

5.32 ) 
21.95 ) 9.19 
24.05 ) 

3.0 ) 
.9.41 ) 6.11 
12.28 ) 

25.45 ) 
32.45 ) 6.)6 
)0.05 ) 

31.50 ) 
43.83 ) 7·.98 
92.66 ) 
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With the exception of summer, the contribution made by the 

broad leaved weeds and litter group to the herbage in tho damaged 

strata. was higher than in the undamaged stratum and was exceptionally 

high in the new areas of damage in the autumn of 1972 foLlowing a dry 

Bummer. The "other grasses" group contribu·ted a larger proportion 

of the herbage produced by the previously drunaged stratum oompared 

with the other strata in the winter of 1971 and autumn of 1972. 

This difference Vias associated with a large increase of cocksfoot 

which oocurred in areas whioh had been damaged previously~ 

(ii) Ground Cover. Ground cover in tho different 

strata was recorded along transect;s in the autumn of 1972 at the 

completion of these studies. Transects were marked out ~hrough 

the centre of individual patches of visible pasture damage 1.2 m 

out into undamaged .pasture either side of the damaged patoh~ 

The number of hUs made on bare ground, litter and weeds, 

clovers, ryegrass and "other grasses" in each stratum are given in 

Table 8-3. 

Data from each group were analysed for between strata 

differences by the chi-square test. Over twice and five times as 

much ryegrass was found in the undamaged stratum as the damaged 

strata and twioe as much ground cover was provided by other grasses, 

predominantly cocksfoot and barley grass, in the previous~V damaged 

stratum than in the other strata. Clovers, on the other hand 

provided four to seven t~les as much ground cover in the undamaged 

stratum as in the damaged strata. As expected the damaged strv.ta. 

oontained three to four times as much bare ground and two to three 

times as much litter and weeds in their ground cover as the undamaged 

stratum. 

(iii) Pasture Palatability. It was recognised 

early in these stUdies that sheep consumed a larger proportion of 

the available herbage in the summer and autumn on the undamaged 

stratum than on the damaged strata. The percentage of available 

pasture consumed by sheep was measured over a fortni.ghtly period 

'-. -.. -::" 
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Table 8-3 Ef1."ect of pasture damaged by.Q.. 1iealandic!I. on ground cover in autumn. 

Number of hUs f ,._._~.'<.-:.:.: 

,-,.-, .. ;. 

strata Undamaged Previous damage New damage X2 

Bare ground 133 520 405 P ,.( .001 

Litter and lleeds 288 610 737 p <, .001 

Clovers 268 80 34 P ~ .001 

Ryegrass 718 328 122 P ~.001 

Othel' grusses 198 428 139 P i< .001 

Table 8-4 Percentage of ~vai1ab1e herbage (DM) consumed by sheep ± S.E. from 

different strata based on pasture damage caused by .~. zea1andica. 

, 
strata 

Season Number of 
observations Undamaged Previously damaged newly damaged 

Summer 13 50.0 ±. 3.30 21.4 ±. 4.62 51.6 ±. 2.13* 
(J9J1. ) 

Autumn 13 71.8 ±. 1.02 55.3 ±. 3.37 36.9 1. 6.75 
(Yarch) 

Winter 13 40.3 ±. 2.04 37 00 ±. 2.09 36.1 ±. 2.26 
(Ya.y) 

Spring 13 53.5 ±. 1080 42.4 ±. 1.15 31.0 .±. 1.45 
(Nov.) 

I 
f 
I' 
i 

* At this point, this stratum was undamaged • 
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in eaoh season of 1972 (Table 8-4). 

The measurement of herbage consumption durillg the summer 

was made over the first fortnight that strata were changed in 

preparation for the new generation of larvae. For this reason, 

utilisation on the newly damaged and undomaged strata wore similar. 

Over the a.utumn, winter, spring and summer the utilisation of 

herba.ge was signifioantly lower on the damaged strata than on the 

undamaged stratum~ 

Differences in pasture consumption on the dama.ged and 

undamaged strata were oaused by two mo.jor faotors. In the late 

summer, autumn and winter sheep encountered difficulty on damaged 

areas in severing the herbage from the undercut tUl'f and as a 

consequence ingested not only herbage, but turf and adhering soil. 

As a result, sheep selective~ grazed the undamaged areas in 

preference to damaged pastureo This selective pattern of grazing 

was further aggravated, over this period, by the unpale.table nature 

of herbage on the damaged areas which contained a high content of 

litter and flat weeds. Over the spring a.nd early sUmmer months 

selective grazing of undamaged pesture wa.s caused by the rank and 

unpalatable grass-dominant herbage found on the dama.ged areas as a 

result of enhanced nitrate mineralization induced by larval feeding. 

(J+) LossJs .in Pastu£2 Product.ion :i.n .Relation to Larva.l De=n8i~ 

The relationship esta.blished between population density and 

the proportion of a paddock suffering from visible damage in Ma.y 

(Fig. 8-4) and the relationship descl'ibing the growth of' May third 

instal' larval populations over successive generations (Fig. 8-6) 
were use(l in e.ssessing the relationship between losaes in pasture 

production and population density. 

Given the popula.tion density in llay, the proportion of 

the paddock or plot showing visible damage was estimated from 

the rela.tionship given in Fig. 8-~.. An el3timate of the May 

population density in the previous generation was obtained from 

the current density from the relationship shown in Fig. 8-6 a.nd 

',"<; 
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Table 8-5 Percentage loss in pasture production caused by different 

popul~1on levels of ~. zealandica larvae. 

Grass grub % visible 1970-71 seasoDII 1971-72 seasons 

1m2 (~!'l-y) damage S=r~l'I' Auturrn 'ITinter Spring Year Sum::Jer 1..utu:m Winter 

10 2.B3 0.86 1.88 1.58 0.30 0.89 0.61 1.40 1.02 

40 8.18 2.49 5.43 4.54 0.86 2.54 1.76 4.02 2.93 

10C 18.B8 5.72 12.47 10.34 1.95 5.82 4.10 9.12 6.65 

200 36.71 11.04 23.95 19.48 3.64 11.05 8.13 17.02 12.42 

300 54.55 16.18 34.78 27.22 4.98 15.73 12.53 23.30 17.0B . - - --

:,;' 

- --'----;:-, 
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Spring Year 

0.29 0.72 i 

0.82 2.07 I 

1.81 4.70 I 
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3.15 8.77 I 
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the associated area of dams.ga in the above manner from Fig. 8-4, 

i.e., the growth of pasture damage was calculated from Ilodel B in 

Fig. 8-11. Given, the proportion of the pa.ddock currentJ~ 

suffering pasture de.mage (912E) and the proportion of the. paddock 

damaged in the previous generations (PD), the weights (Ylli) of the 

different strata (undamaged (!m.§.), previously damaged (fill?) and 

newlY damaged (l~~)) are calcula.ted as follows: 

!!h !ill§. 

!h f]l~ 

~~ 

= 
= 
= 

1 -.9.P.E 

l:!! 

.21?f - ~ 

Losses in hel"'bage production can then be estimated for the 

seasons over wllich these studies were conduoted, usinB the data in 

Tables 8";1 and 8-2. Estima,tea of pasture production f'rom areas 

infested by different population densities are given in Tr .. 1Jle 8-5 
and the botanical composition of the herbage production in Tnble 8-6. 

2 Even at extJ.>emely high larval popUlations of 300/m in Ma.y 

only 16 and 12% of the total annu~l pasture production was lost 

although up to 16 t 35 and 27% losses were estima.ted durj.l1l) the 

summer, autumn and winter respectively. 

The area of visible damage in the previous or current 

generations could just as easily have been estimated from tho 

silnuhlted growth curve for the area of' visible dama.ge given in 

Fig. 8-11 (Mode:L A). As has been pointed out earlier in this 

chapter the differences between the two types of Models (A & B) 

for estimating the area damaged by the previous generation may be 

in the order of 2ap. As Model A seems the more accurate,estimates 

of losses in pastur'e produotion a.t different population levels 

baaed on Model B (Table 8-5) may be under-estimated by up to 15%. 

(5) ~nomic Assessment of Gr!:,3s Grub DaE1pg~. 

The range in pasture produotion reoorded froul Smith '.3 plots 

over two years wa.s graphed together with an estima.ted range in 

pasture production over this period assunling a larve.l density of' 

250/m2 in M~ (Fig. 8-13). Agronomically, the popUlation donsity 

chosen represents Hn e:h...-tremely high gre.ss grub infestatj.on. 

- ;-
< • , • '.' • ~ •••• 



Table 8-6 Percentage loss in herbage production (DI'I.*) of pasture species caused 

by different population levels of .f. zealandica larvae. 

1970-71 seasons 

SlJl.iHER AUTu"1lli 

I 
Grass grub other , Broa.d leaved other Broad leaved 

1m2 (May) Ryegr:;.ss . grasses Clo.er3 . ..reeds &: 1itter Ryegrass gras3es Clovers Teeds & litter 

I 10 1.11 0.59 0.0 0.9'7 I 2.09 1.S7 2.15 1.00 
I ~c 3.20 1.71 O.Q 2.79 6.03 5.40 6.20 2.86 

I 100 7.39 3.98 0.0 6.38 13.<;5 12.37 14.31 6.44 
200 14.42 7.91 0.0 12.16 26.7+ 23.65 27.78 11.83 

! 

300 21.55 12.23 0.0 17.38 39.19 33.99 41.27 15.69 
i 
! 

I 
llINTER S?RIlTG 

10 2.03 0.92 2.29 0.0 0.57 0.0 1.54 0.0 
40 5.86 2.60 6.61 0.0 1.65 0.0 4.56 0.0 

100 13.46 5.69 15.21 0.0 3.79 0.0 10.26 0.0 
200 25.88 9.74 29.40 0.0 7.30 0.0 19.83 0.0 
300 37.66 10.77 43.23 0.0 10.64 0.0 29.15 0.0 

1971-72 sea.sons 
I 

sm·J'lER AUTUNN 

10 0.64 0.79 1.07 0.14 2.13 0.81 2.83 0.0 
40 1.85 2.27 3.12 0.42 6.12 2.20 8.18 0.0 

100 4.30 5.25 7.29 0.98 13.92 4.47 18.88 0.0 
200 8.51 10.18 14.58 1.99 26.14 6.07 36.71 C.O 
300 13.07 15.08 22.81 3.17 36.31 1.79 54.55 0.0 

* DH. dry ma.tter 
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Superimposed on these graphs are the monthly feed requirements in 

kg aoVha for two classes of stock common to the Takapau district, 

namely the ewe and the beef breeding cow, run at two stocking rates. 

The requirements of the ewe were caloulated from unpublished work 

by Joyce. Unlike Coop (1965), Joyce made allowances for the 

flushing of ewes prior to matingo The feed requirements of the beef 

breeding cow have been "taken from Coop (1965). In relation to 

current farm practice in the Takapau district the low stocking rates 

selected represent average stooking rates whereas the higher stocking 

rates equate with a very hj.ghly stocked farm. The higher stooking 

rate chosen is lower than the low stocked faming system on the 

Takapau Research Farm since this area experienced a higher summer 

rain.fall and received highel' inputs of fertilizer than Smith's plata 

and the majority of farms in the area. The high and low stooking 

rates of sheep" and beef oattle chosen a.re equated with one anothel' 

in terms of total alli1ual feed requirements. 

Cnl""e must be token when interpreting Fig. 8-13 since these 

graphs imply that herbage production is completely utilised by the 

gra.zing anima.l. In fact a.nnual pasture utilisation even at high 

stookj.ng rates of ewes seldom exceeds 80;~ (Joyce and MacLean, 1970) 

and over the spring and autumn may not ex(~eed 6C1fo. Attempts to 

increase this high degree of utilisation would lead to a fall in 

animal intake to a point where both production per animal and per 

unit area decrease. If intake is to meet the animal's feed require-

ments, tho EU.1J.oullt of available pasture would have to be considerably 

higher than that required sole~ for feed requirements. 

It" is also implied in 1!'ig. 8-13 that the feed requirement of 

anima.ls run at low stooking rates would be the same as those run 

at a higher stocking rate. In practice animals from low stooked 

systems will have a higher body weight and therefore have a higher 

maintenance roquirement. As a result, tho feed requirements of high 

and low stocked animals would not be direotly proportional to 

stocking rate. 

Despite these shortcomings which are due to the gross 

over-simplification of the relationship between the animals"' require

ments and pasture production, the graph (Fig. 8-13) highlights the 
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Fig. 8~13 The range in monthly pasture production recorded over two yell,rs (lihaded) IIot T!l,kIlPRIH 

the estimated range in pasture production assuming a population level in MIIoY of 
- 2 

250 £. zealandica larvae/m (cross hatched) and the monthly feed requirements of 

ewes and breeding cows run at two stocking rates. 



the points that follow. Firstly, high stooked farming systems are 

more sensitive to grass grub damage. Secondly, the effeot of grass 

grub damage is aggravated by unfavourable seasons and thirdly, 

oertain classes and speoies of stook are more sensitive to grass grub 

damage than others. For example, breeding Oow.s whioh have a higher 

peroentage of their annual feed requirement from late summer tlu'ough 

the early winter are more vulnerable to grass grub damage than the 

ewe. Although overall the ewe appears less sensitive than the 

beef oow,its productive potential in terms of lambll1g percentage is 

extremely sensitive to losses in pasture production in February and 

March. Over this critical period, marked increases in lambing 

percentages oan be obtained by lifting the nutrition of the ewe six 

we.eks before mating whioh is usue.lly in Maroh (Coop, 1966.). 

Seldom, if ever, do grass grub populations attain the level 

of 250/m2 over a whole farm. in May and usually in the Takapau district 

only four to five paddooks of a particular fa.rm of perhaps 15 paddocks 

are severely damaged. ' For this reason and in view of the results 

of this study, it would appear that the animal productivity of the 

average Trucapau farm is relatively insensitive to grass grub damage. 

III DISCUSSION 

The method developed in these stUdies for measuring losses in 

pasture produotion sustained from grass grub involved the use of' 

aerial photography for measuring the area and growth of pa.sture 

damage and the measurement of herbage production (kg ~ha) from 

damaged and undama.ged areas within the same paddock. This metbod 

has enabled the rela.tionship of grass grub density and pasture 

production to be established and has maQY advantages over those 

involving the use of' insecticides (Fenemore, 1966) or parameters 

which do not permit acoura.te translation into anj~al feed units 

(Kelsey, (cited Jensen 1967); Fenemore, 1966). 

Previous studies have involved the measurement of pasture· 

damage and insect density at one point in time and overlooked the 

seasona.l dynamics of both insect density and damaged pa.sture. '1'he 

", : . 
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aoquisition of this inf'ormation is essential if the effect of grass 

grub damage on animal productivity is to be accurately evaluated. 

These studies have aocounted for the effect of insect damage on 

herbage produotion both within and between successive seasons and 

generations e 

Two basic types of models describing the growth of the area. 

showing visible gl'ass grub damage under conditj.ons favourable for 

the maintenance or growth of grass grub populatj.ons wel'a developed. 

One type of model describing the growth of visible damage involves 

the relationship between the area of individual patches of dt'lmage 

aml the ffJ.otor by which these incrense Vii th suooessive generations, 

as well as the relationship between the number of erupti<?ns caused 

by the f'0110win8 genel'a.tion and the proportion of' the area damaged 

by the current generation.. The other type of model is be.sed on 
. .. 

populatioil parametel,s. This model involves the rele.tionship between 

population density in lJay or, an index of it, and the proportion of 

the area de..magetl and the relationship descJ:'ibing the growth of May 

larval populations under favourable environmental conditions. 

The a.coura.cy with which the formelt' type of model desCJ~ibe(l 

the growth of visible damage allowed the actual growth of v:i.sible 

grass grub damage at 'l'a.kapau to be predicted from the numbsl' and 

size of individual areas of da.mage with an encoura.ging degree of 

e.ccuracy. Both models of the latter type gave identical results. 

There were, however, rela.tively 1P.rge discrepancies between the two 

basic types of· models. Above 1 O)~ visible d.runage the models involving 

the popula.tion growth curve and the relationship between population 

density and proportion of a.rea damaged tended to underestimate the 

area aotually damaged by approximately 2Q7~. This discrepancy may 

have arisen because of either a fa.ilure to determine the precise 

shape of the reh.tionship which exists between the propo11tion of 

the paddock showing visible damage and popUlation density, or as a. 

result of pooling generation differences to give an overall growth 

curve for grass grub larvae. 

Of the thl1ee fflctors that are a.ssocia. ted with grass grub dama.ge 

in pasture, namely losses in dry matter, changes in botanical 
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composition of' pasture and breakdown in soil structul'e (Fenemore, 1966) 

the latter wa.s not considered importe.nt in these studies as evidenoed 

by the rCipid recovery damaged pastures made in the spring. 

Of the principal fo.ctors that McMeekan (1961) observed to 

govern animHl produotion(i.e" quality; amount and seasonalHy of 

pasture production; the proportion of the pasture harvested by the 

grazing animal and the efficiency of utilisation of the food consumed) 

these studies have shown that grass grub d.e.mage influenoes qua.ntity, 

quality and sea.sonality of pasture production together with the amount 

of pa.sture harvested by the grazing animal. 

The impact of grass grub on pasture d.ete:£'iol'ation or quality 

in tel~s of anj~al productivity is difficult to gauge. ~wo distinct 

aspects were associated with pasture deterioration, namely a fall in 

thenutrHive value of pastul's and a change to less productive plant 

species .. 

OVer the sununer and a.utumn a large percenta.ge of litter and 

weeds Vias reoorded from damaged area.s and a decrease in clover 

content was obvious during the autumn and winter. The feed value 

of' litter is unlikely to be better than POOl' hay which is approximately 

one-third of good quality pasture (Joyce and Ma.oLean, 1970) whereas 

white clover has been shown to be a nutritionally superior food 

materia.l to gra.ss (Ulyatt, 1969). Clearl'y~ a fall-off in the clover 

content of the pasture will also adversely affect the nitrogen cycle 

and hence pasture productivity. It is thou(5ht tha.t differences in 

the nutritive va.lue of' DlOst of the common pasture species are unlikely 

to be larger· than seasona.l differences within the same species 

(Joyce, ~~. ~.). Although root pruned pasture and pasture 

which regenerated in a.reas damaged by previous genez'ations appeared 

unpalatable, pa.latability is a rele.tive term and changes with factors 

which influence pasture availability, e.g., stocking re.te and. season. 

The increased incidence of ba.rley grass found in gra.ss grub 

da.maged areas in these stUdies is a specia.l case. At infestation 

levels muoh ldgher than experienced in study a.reas, barley grass is 

known to cause a marked reduction in animal production as a result 

of mechanical damage (Atkinson and Hartley, 1972). 
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I!'rom the available information j,t would Beem that the adverse 

effeots of a grass grub induoed deterioration in the. botanical 

oomposition of pasture is likely to result largely from a loss in pasture 

produotion rather than a ohange j.n the nutritive value of herbage. 

The herbage produotion from badly damaged pasture at Takapau 

in relation to the feed requirements of breeding cow and sheep 

farms, run at an average and exceptionally high stooking rate for 

the district was compared. This study indica.ted that over the 

seasons in whioh.losses in pasture produotion arising from grass 

grub damage were studied the grazing systems of the average Takapau 

farmer are insensitive to severe infestations of grass grubs. A 

similar conclusion was reached by Frenoh (1973) from his studies on 

porina damage in Canterbury. It should be stressed, however, that 

these comments are only pertinent to the a.verage farm in the Takapau 

district and do not reflect the situation over all NeVI Zealand. 

For example, Gordon and Knin (1972) have shown significant depressj.ons 

in carrying capacities on farms in the Taupo region which have 

suffered severe grass grub damage.. Conversely, in higher rainfall 

areas than Takapau, or irrigated areaS, losses in pasture production 

caused by high grass grub populations may not be as great as those 

estimated in these studies. 

There are grazing systems in the Takapau area with stocking 

rates which are high enough to be sensitive to severe gl'ass grub 

damage, particularly in seasons unfavourable for pasture produotion. 

If these farmers are to maintain high stocking rates or average 

farmers are to increase stocking ra.tes, then oontrol of' grass grub 

will be necessar,y. For these individuals the establishment of 

economic threshold levels would provide an objective basis for the 

implementation of available control measures. 

As has been pointed out in the literature review the major 

problem involved in calculating economic threshold levels for 

pasture pests is in quantifying lo~ses in pasture quality and 

qUB.ntity in terms of' animal prod~ction for different i'arming systems 

and intensities. The few attempts whioh have been made to assess 

the eoonomic threshold levels for pasture inseot pests (Jensen, 1967; 
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McLaren & Crump, 1969) have foundered on the erroneous premise that 

all farms are fully stocked and that a decline in pasture production 

i3 lineal'ly l'elated to a decline in meat and wool production. 

Such an assumption is unrealistic and will result in the importance 

of insect damage being grossly overestimated. 

Unfortunately, it is diffioult to see significant advances in 

the establishment of aco'~ate .economic threshold levels for individual 

farms until general models for pasture systems have been developed. 

These will allow the translation of losses in pasture production into 

animal production and thereby enable insect damage to be economically 

analysed. Although rapid. advances have been made in this area of 

research (e.g. Freel', ~;~'" 1972) such models are unlikely to be 
-developed in the forseeable future. An attempt has been lUade to 

estimate in gross terms the monetary value of pasture to pl'ovJ.ae 

a~si8tance:i.n planning· fertilizer programmes (Middleton, 1973) .. 

Since fertilizers do not markedly alter the seasonal pattern of 

herbage production no allowance was neoessary in Middleton's model 

for the seasonal ohanges in the value of pasture. With insect 

(lama.ge, the seasonal pa.ttern of pasture production may be substantially 

altered hence the use of this model in its present form would provide 

misleadingreBults. 

Problems with the establishment of meaningful economio 

threshold levels for orops and their aoceptance by the grower have 

been reviewed by Way (1973) and Adkisson (1973) 0 Beoau.s9 of the 

magnitude of these problems Adkisson (1973) consio.el"s that the 

establishment and use of economic threshold levels are the "Achilles 

heel" of pest management programmes. Many of these problems occur 

with pasture pests. For instanoe, prioes of pastoral agricultu.ral 

products suffer large seasonal fluctuation which defy prediotion 

and in many oases decisions on insect control in pasture are 

required six months to a year in advance of production and sales. 

Another difficulty in the economic analyses of pasture insects is 

created by the low value of pasture relative to the high cost of 

insecticidal control. For this reason the economics of insecticide 

usage on pasture in many areas of New Zealand is marginal. 

Consequently accurate economio thresholds are required for pasture 



systems but unfortunately these are very difficult to establish. 

These circumstances contrast sharply with those of high priced 

orops where in most cases the cost of insecticide repl'esents only 

a small proportion of the crop's value. The problems associa.ted 

with organophosphate insecticides for grass grub control have been 

discussed earlier in the general introduction at the beginning of 

this thesis. In response to these problems, prudent farmers in 

the more intensively farmed areas, where the use of :i.nsecticides 

is/less marginal, will use insecticides before it can be economi

ca.lly justifi.ed, since delaying treatment until it is necessary 

to treat a la.rge proportion of the farm restricts the area 

available for gl"azing and increases the financi.a,l risk of not being 

able to treat when environmental conditions a.re favourabl'tl fo.!' 

efficient chemical control. 

In view of this situation the best that can be done is to 

develop models which will allow the prediction of insect density 

from one generation to the next and the likely loss in pasture 

production. Armed with this information the farmer can then 

decide whether to implement conh'ol measures or not. The b~\f;is 

for his decision will no doubt involve .such facts as his socio

economic situation tlnd intuition tempered with experience. 

.. , ~ J,_,. 



CONCLUSION 

The ultimate aim of these studies was to investigate the 

feasibility of developing an objective basis for the formulation 

of a pest management programme for grass grub control by the 

provision of a prediotive population model and the definition of 

the relationship existing between inseot density and losses in 

pasture production. 

It is concluded from these studies that: 

262~ 

1) It seems feasible to develop simple population·models, 

for specific areaS, which will enable the aocurate prediction of 

population densities from one generation to the next of the 

economically important st ages of grass grub. The parameters on 

which this model are based are soil moisture levels in SWTh~er, 

pasture productivity over the autumn and winter and spring rainfall. 

The development of a more general model capable of being used 

throughout New Zealand requires a ;nOl'e detailed study of the causal 

pathways through which the major mortalities identifi.ed by these 

studies operate and a more preoise definition of the relationships 

between the important variables and mortalities. In different 

localities other factol's which caUse large mortalities w:i.l1 need to 

be taken into aocount. For ex~ple 80il temperature appears to be 

implicated in the catastrophio population collapse I'Ccorded in the 

summer of 1 968-69 at Rukuhia.. ]'urther, a. much higher incidence of 

mi~ disease was recorded in WaBeato than Trucapau populations of 

gras s grub. 

2) It is possible to determine the rela.tionship between 

population density and losses in pasture productivity. It is also 

possible to develop models for predicting the growth of visib~ 

damaged pasture under conditions which favour the growth of grass 

grub popUlations. A stage is reached in the growth of the area of 

damaged pasture when damage becomes so extensive tha.t the 

definition of damaged and undamaged a.reas becomes difficult. 
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At this point populations have stabilized about an equilj~rium 

point and prediction o~ the area damaged past this point is not pos

sible. Further studies are required at Ta.kapau and in other 

regions over a wide range o~ S8asons to test the applicfLbility of' 

the techniques used in these studios and to stu~ the propensity 

of grass grubs to damage pasture in di~~erent seasons and 

environments 0 Observations in the Waika.to suggest that the 

teohniques used in these studies are only applicable to areas 

which experienoe dry swnmers and ha.ve ryegrass white cloval' pastuX'9s. 

In regions with wetter summers or in the more northern areas of 

New Zealand the teohnique, in an unmodified form, has little 

application. The reasons for this are that the high summer rrdnf'all 

tends to mask the effect o~ grass grub damage and in the more 

northern areas this is aggravated by ,the OOCUl:'l1ence of paspalum, 

a pasture plant which is more tolerant than other pasture species 

to the root pruning activities of grass grub. 

3) In view of the problems in translating losses in he~bage 

production into economic terms it is considered that the prediction 

of 10SS6S in herbage production was as far as these stUdies should 

progres8. '1.'he provision of this information allows fa.rmers to 

estimate the likely 103ses in herbage produotion, evalua.te the 

worth of different courses of action in te~s of their individual 

circumstances and act aocordingly. It is felt that in the light 

or current knowledge the conversion of herbage losses into 

economic parameters and the calculation of economic threshold 

levels for dif~erent farming intensities will lead to gross 

inaccuracies and provide meaningless results. 
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